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WEATHER FORECAST
Tonight and Saturday Fair
and Warmer

WE PRINT THE NEWS
V
If You Read It
In The Optic, It'a Sa
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ARIZONA ADOPTS
"CONSTITUTION

come here It will be obliged to sign
a contract to make a certain number
of flights. Th.i will enable the baseball
association 'to guarantee the public
complete satisfaction.
TERRY

REAR ADMIRAL

3T01

DEAD

Washington, Feb. 10. Rear AdJ
miral Silas Wright . Terry, retired,
who was identified with the naval
PEOPLE OF SISTER TERRITORY operations of the civil war, died
here yesterday of pneumonia. He
THAT THEY
DEMONSTRATE
was a native of Wallonia, Ky., where
WANT STATEHOOD
he was born sixty-eigh- t
years ago.
Admiral Terry was present at the
ONLY ONE COUNTY AGAINST IT fall of Richmond and accompanied
President Lincoln when he entered
the Confederate capital- He had
IN EVERY OTHER BAILIWICK THE
distinguished record in the civil
MAJORITIES WERE EXwar.
-

CEEDINGLY

LARGE
DELAYS ACTION
Washington, Feb. 10. The House
committee on ways and means today
COMMITTEE

HEAVY VOTE WAS POLLED

CITY EDITION

FIFTY MEN PUT TO WORK
Fifty men have been put to work
by Don Margarito Romero, cutting
trees and operating his saw mill at
EI Porvenir.
MJ, Romero recently
A
secured a contract from the Santa
Fe to furnish that road with 50,000
ties. It Is reported that several other
men in and around Las Vegas se
cured similar contracts, while Don
Eugenlo Romero" is operating his mill
WRECKS near Eetancia at
UNDER GEN.
MEXICAN FORCES
TERRIFIC EXPLOSION
top speed in getting
PROPERTY AND KILLS
out ties to fill .his contract with the
LUQUE AND COL.', DORANTE
MANY MEN
company.
DEFEATED AT MULATO
Mr, Romero says the gang of men
working on the tunnel to conect
NINE ARE DEAD; SIX MISSING with the shaft of the El Porveni IMSUROENTS SHOW DRAVERY
mine is making good headway. The
TWO OF VICTIMS GAVE UP LIVES men are working In two shifts. The RETAKE TRENCHES TWICE CAP
tunnel will be 606 feet in length
IN HEROIC ATTEMPT TO
TURED AND OCCUPIED BY
and will connect with a .vein of cop
RESCUE COMRADES
THE FEDERAL8
per ore from 12 to 15 feet In thick
.
ness.
CONSIDERED MODEL COLLIERY
U. S. TROOPS UNDER FIRE

COKED ALE MINE

REBELS REPULSE

DESPERATE

NEAR TRINIDAD
BLOWS UP

ASSAULT

-

captured, but each time were driven
out ; In their last charge the insurreo-

RECIPROCITY IS

-

tos were led by Soptt!. F. McComas,
an American.
It la impossible to estimate the num
ber of killed tonight. The bodies of
eight federals were stripped of their
weapons, but many more were car
ried off the field. Only one Insurgent
was killed. Tonight ihe Insurrectoa
are moving to a better position and
there la frequent firing between the PRESIDENT POINTS OUT ITS
outposts.
BENEFITS IN SPEECH AT

THE ONLY THING
SAYS TAFT

COLUMBUS

Rain Soaks Rebels
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 10. Rain, rare
here at this season, soaked the un ADDRESSES CORN EXPOSITION
at Rancho
protected revolutionists
Flores last night and today. General
THOUSANDS
NATION'S
CHEER
Orozco was still awaiting
develop
OHIO
IN
EXECUTIVE
CHIEF
ments. No news of fighting has been
CAPITAL
received since yesterday, nor has any
word of Navarro's forces arrived.
Orozco 18 keei?lng
p,ans
IS THERE BUT A FEW HOURS

rnT

HONEYMOON ON ISLAND
action on the Canadian
IN PHOENIX THE LARGEST NUM. postponed
OFFICIALS BELIEVE ACCIDENTAL
FROM
FIELD
Ga., Feb. 10. Lord De- - SHELLS
Brunswick,
GUNS
AND
TO
VISIT SPRINGFIELD
Strlct Neutrality Ordered
reciprocity agreement until tomorrow
cies and his bride, who waa Miss
OF
DISCHARGE
BLASTING
BER OF BALLOTS WERE
BURSTED
AND
NEAR
BULLETS
Washington, Feb. 10. Another step OTHER CITIES ON BRIEF TRIP
morning, when the committee prob
Vivien Gould, arrived here yesterday
In the government's efforts to preserve
POWDER CAUSE
CAST, 1,641
WHISTLED ABOUT THEM
ably will vote to report favorably th
THROUGH MIDDLE-WESand immediately went by boat to
strict neutrality along the Mexican
measure embodying the agreement.
Jekyl Island, 4 few miles off the
border was today taken when a small
Phoenix, Ariz., Feb. 10. Hopes of
Trinidad, Colo., Feb. 10. Nine men coaet, where
Mulato, Mexico,
Columbus, O., Feb. 10. A large sec
(Thursday) Feb.
they will spend the
of customs offlcla' in that terarmy
tion of President Taft's home state
the
9. The Mexican
that the vote ALLEGED TRUST LOSES AGAIN are known to be dead, one probably first week of their honeymbon.
forces under Gen
ritory was instructed by the trea-su-r had the first opportunity today to wel
of yesterday's election to ratify the
eral Luque and Colonel Dorante sus- Detroit, Mich., Feb. 10. Those con will die and six are missing as the
vdepartment to lend itself to the come him since he became president.
"bath-tuconstitution would not be more than porations in the
tained another severe defeat today in plans of the army officer in charge
result of a terrific explosion "that
.

b

d

per cent of the whole, were dashed trust," sustained another defeat to- wrecked the Cokedale mine of the
when federal Judge Dennison Carbon Coal and Coke
today when returns from the princi- day,
company, fear
overruled the demurrer of the indi
towns
9
of
all
the
fourteen
at
o'clock
last
here
pal
nearly
night. The
vidual defendants in the governmei.
counties of the territory indicated a suit
one
was
of the most
considered
mine
pending against them.
favorable vote that 'requently ran as
carefully equipped against accident in
60

ONE CONGRESSMAN

'

high as 3 to 1.
Only one county voted against the
CADETS
proposed constitution, according to
the available returns which are regarded aa practically conclusive. This
EXPLODE POWDER
was Apache county, in the northeastern portion of the territory. It re
turned a negative majority of 113.
OUTBREAK
AT
Pima county, which sent a solid re- SENSATIONAL
NEW
MEXICO
MILITARY
to
the
publican delegation
tional convention and was regarded
INSTITUTE

as a

strong-hol-

d

of

the

voted overwhelminglly in fav- or of the constitution.
Tucson, the largest city of the terri- 1017 and 'aituated in, Pima couuty, vot-- i
ed 86- for adoption of the constitution
and 350 against.
The vote was light', due to the fact
that ratification wras simply a question of majority. In Phoenix, where
2,047 votes were cast for delegates to
the constitutional convention in September, the total number of ballots today was 1,641, of which 1,029 were for
ratification and 432 for rejection. The
sixteen principal precincts of Maricopa county returned 2,157 votes for
approval of the constitution and 654
against.

itoswen, im. m., teo. 1U. it was
learned today that late Tuesday night
at the New Mexico Military Institute
here, three pounds of giant powder
was placed In a bathtub in the bar
racks building by cadets anl touched
off, the explosion completely wrecking the room- This etunt, following the expi s 0.1
of giant firecrackers secure! In some
mysterious manner at various tinifs
and places, is a phase of serious in
subordination in the school which
developed into open mutiny Tuesday
night, when a score of cadets refused to don full dress for .he nve
o'clock parade.
. Commandant Willson gave i.ie bat
talion three minutes in wnich to
AEROPLANE MAY BE
comply, and all but three put on
their uniforms, these three being ex
EXHIBITED IN VEGAS pelled immediately.
Six more came into P.oswell with
out permits and were also expelled.
NEGOTIATIONS
UNDER WAY FOR As the result of an investigation now
MABRINGING MATTHEWSON
on, a dozen more, including the re
mamaer or tne mutinous rin?ieadvs,
CHINE TO THIS CITY
will be expelled, which it is believed,
The board of directors of the Las will end the trouble.
Vegas Baseball association is in cor
MAGAZINE RATES RAISED
respondence with the Matthewson
Feb. 10. Magazine
Washington,
Aeroplane company in regard to secur
ing some expert bird men to make ex publishers will have to pay 4 cents
hibition flights at Amusement park. a pound on the advertising sections
second-clas- s
If satisfactory terms can be arranged of periodicals carried as
to
an
mail
amendment
if
the postof-flcLas Vegas people will have an opporbill,
by
adopted
appropriation
tunity of witnessing some real "birdman situnts within the next two the senate committee on postoffices
and postroads, is accepted by both
weeks.
branches of congress. The action of
Representatives of the' Matthewson
committee was not accomplished
the
now
are
in
company
Albuquerque
a contest,
without
the
although
where .they gave an exhibition recenta
was
vote
of
amendment
by
adopted
ly. They have with them several aeroto give 8 to 2.
planes, and are planning
flights in Santa Fe. It is the desire
of the baseball associat'on
to bring
them here directly from the Ancient CONTRACTORS ARE
e

-

City.
The av"ators with. the machines explain the workings of the machines to

the crowds that visit their exhibitions
and then make flights. To those who
have nev r seen an aeroplane and
have no knowledge of its appearance
or workings such an exhibition is a
real jtreat. The baseball association
believes it could draw largo crowds
here and realize a considerable sum
for the financing of the Maroons next
summer.
The Matthewson company had bad
luck In Albuquerque, some needed re-

pairs to the machine having caused
their flights to be shorter than the
aviators wished to make. The crowds
in that city, however, were greatly!
pieased with the ' exhibition. If the
Matthewson company is engaged to

T

the country and the mine officials
believe the disaster was caused by
the accidental discharge of b'.'asUnj;
powder.
To the list of dead- the names of
two more were added this morning,
E. A. Sutton, assistant
superinten
dent of the mine, and Robert Meek,
a Colorado Fuel & Iron company volunteer rescuer, who lost their lives!
while trying to reach the missing
men.
Sutton overestimated the amount
of oxygen' in his helmet and was
overcome by black damp.
He was
dragged into, the open by rescuers
who themselves almost succumbed.
but Sutton died soon afterward.
Meek fell unconscious soon after
venturing ahead of the air and died
few minutes after he was carried
out.

,

Five bodies were located this morn
ing, but the six men still missing
cannot be reached for some time.

ISHIHAEL OF BRITISH

POLITICS SUCCESSFUL
CONTEST

INSTITUTED

BY

TIMO

THY HEALY, FOR SEAT IN THE
HOUSE OF LORDS, SUSTAINED

Feb. .10. Timothy Healy's
o:
to
contest
nullify the election
Richard Hazelton, who at the last
election turned out "The Ishmae? of
Nationalism Politics," from a seat in
the house of lords for the north di
vision of Louth, which he had held
eighteen years, proved successful today.
Healy presented to the cuurt
evidence of much intimidation and
rioting at the polling places. Hazle-ton'- s
attorneys consented to have the
election declared void, without offering any defense. The case is not to
be dropped there, however, as Healy
has offered evidence of bribery ant
the courts wiH hear this.
Dublin,

AVIATORS

FALL TO DEATH

Feb. 10. Aviator
Douai, France,
Noel and Delatorre were killed yes

FOR NEW MEXICO
THIS

DESPITE

FACT REAPPOR
INCREASES REPRESENTATIVES TO 435

TIONMENT

i
Washington, Feb. 10. The demo
crats of the house, aided by a few
republicans who declined to be bound
by the party caucus late yesterday
won their fight for an increased repre
sentation in the lower- branch of con
gress under the census of 1910,
They voted down the republican
caucus bill to maintain the member
ship at; 391 a .&t pktsent and then
passed the original ' Crumpacker bill
fixing the memUem'liip at-- 433 on and
after March 3, 1913. If"Arizona and
New Mexico should be admitted to
statehood they will be given one representative each, bringing the total
to 435. The action of the house
must now he ratified by the senate. The house leaders believe the
senate will follow the wishes of. the
lower branch.
Under the new reapportionment
plan, no state loses a member. The
following states gain the number in
dicated:
Alabama, 1; California, 3; Colo
rado, 1; Florida, 1; Georgia, 1; Idaho,
1; Illinois, 2; Louisiana, 1; Massachusetts, 1; Michigan, 1; Minnesota,
1; Montana, 1; New Jersey, 2; New
York, 6; North Dakota, 1; Ohio, 1;
Oklahoma,
3; . Oregon, 3; Pennsyl-vania- ,
4; Rhode Island, 1; South Dakota, 1; Texas; 2; Utah, 1; Washington, 2; West Virginia, 1.
The democrats lost but one deci
sion in the fight
A commtttee
amendment in the bill providing that
states should be
by the
legislatures, was voted down on an
appeal from the republican members.
of the Missouri delegation. Thev
held the states should be permitted
to
themselves in their own
way.

The sentiment of the members so
decisively showed that the vote by
which the bill was placed was decided
in tihe affirmative without a division
or a roll call.
NO CHANGE AT DENVER
Denver, Feb. 10. Today's senatorial
ballot showed, a gain for former Governor; Alva Adams of two votes.
'

Otherwise there were no material
terday while conducting a trial of a changes.
Mayor Speer received 27
before experts votes and Adams 21.
military aeroplane
from the war
previous to
INDICTEDJOR FRAUD its delivery todepartment
the army.-- . Noel was
the pilot and Delatorre was a passen- FISHERMEN ADRIFT
CINCINNATI GRAND JURY ACTS ger. Noel put the machine through
IN SCANDAL AFFECTING
its paces for an hour, and the trial,
ON
ICEJLOE LOST
which was considered every way suc
PUBLIC WORKS
cessful was practlcal'y at an end.
The aviators were planing down from ALL HOPE FOR SAFETY OF 153
O-10.
scand
The
Cincinnati, i Feb.
height of about 250 feet when
UNFORTUNATE
FINLANDERS
al over Cincinnati public works culthe Wings folded up, and
suddenly
JS ABANDONED
minated today when the grand jury
the machine fell headlong.
returned an Indictment against Pub.
lic Service Director Harry Sundmak-erVilsopg, Finland, Feb., 10. All hope
MYSTERIOUS
WAFFLES LOST
for the safety of .163, fishermen who
City Engineer H. E. Shipley and
three contractors, August Hen'sel, Dubuque, la., Feb. 10. In a finish went adrift on ' an ice floe several
Conrad Henkeland Will'ini Convey. wrestling match here last night, Leo days ago, v has been abandoned. The
The charge Is fraud In public con Pardello won from Wm. Berne; (Mys ice breaking vessels have returned
to be terious Waffles) in straight falls, the without finding any trace of the
tracts In permitting irali'i-'oused that differed from the specifica- first In ' 65 and the' second in 10 missing men and It is believed that
' "
:
;
.
minutes.'
all have perished.tions in the contracts.
"

l

-

an attack made on the insurrectos,
whom they have been fighting in this
vicin'ty for more than a week. After
a battle lasting five hours, the feder
als were repulsed in their assault up
on the lnsurrecto forces entrenched
about Mulato.
Frequently during the assault Troop
H, Third United States cavalry, pa
trolling the American side of the river,
was under fire. Shells from the fed
eral field guns burst near them, one
killing an lnsurrecto standing near
Captain Williams, and watching the
battle from the American side. It is
declared by witnesses, that frequently
the federals, chagrined at the fruitless- ness of their assault,
deliberately
turned their guns at groups of women
and children, who had sought refuge
on the American side of the Rip
Grande." Captain Williams
notified General Luque that there
must be no more fighting across the
'
river.
The federals withdrew after fierce
fighting, but it is expected they will
renew the assault tomorrow (Friday)
The hottest fight took place along
trench which the federals twice

HYSICIAN

GUILTY

OF MANSLAUGHTER
DR. FREDERICK
CONVICTED

HUGO WICHMANN
BY

JURY AT

RENO. NEV.
Re,no, Nev, Feb. 10. Dr. Frederick
Hugo Wichmann was found guilty of
manslaughter last night by a Jury se
lected to try a charge of murdeplaced against the physician as a re
sult of the death of Mrs. Emma Gillespie Ross on October 3 last in Reno.
The evidence disclosed that Wich
mann had treated Mrs. Ross and she
had given premature birth to an infant, whose body was later burned.
A second operation on Mrs. Ross resulted in her death. The trial lasted
seventeen days. Mrs. Rose' was a
native of Kaufman, Tex., and formerly resided in Los Angeles.

of the regular troops there. The col- lectors at Eagle Pass, Brownsville,
Corpus Christie, El Paso, Nogalea, and
San Diego, were ordered to
with General Hoyt, commanding at
Fort Sam Houston.

SANTA FE TRAIN
HAS CLOSE CALL
ONE

NO

OF ENGINES DRAWING
NEAR
1, JUMPS TRACK
ROMEROVILLE

While running at considerable speed
one of the big
drawing
engines
Santa Fe train No. 1, was derailed
yesterday afternoon at the entrance
to Romeroville gap. Only he front
trucks of the locomotive left the
rails. Quick action on the part of
the engineer In applying the air was
all that saved the train from a seri
ous accident. The train was stopped
in. less than half its length. Many
of the passengers were thrown from
their seats by the quick setting of
the brakes and were badly frighten
ed.
The train was delayed about
two hours before the engine was
replaced on the rails. The ties were
badly torn up and a gang of section
men was at work yesterday and to
'
day making repairs.
PLAGUE

SLIGHTLY

CHECKED

St. Petersburg, Feb. 10. Chief
at Harhln
itarv Insnentor Malinovskv
'
na(J gent a telegraphlc report t0 the
minister of the interior on plague
conditions in that district The rec
ord of cases for the last week, he
said, shows an abatement due to the
redoubled sanitary measures. From
November 21 to February 8 there
have been 1,109 cases, and 1,108
deaths at Harbin. These included
thirty Europeans, among them were
three doctors, three assistant sur
geons, one medical student and six
teen nurses. The five-da- y
observa
tion regulation has been carried out
persons, .brick kilns
LOSES MATCH ln cases or.
HACKENSCHMIDT
have been employed for the cremation
10. In
New York, Feb.
ninety
minutes of 'wrestling George Hacken-schmid- of the dead.
the Russian, failed to throw
Stanislaus Zbyszko, the Pole, at Madison Square Garden last night, and the SOUTHWESTERN WILL
match went to the Pole. Hacken-schmid- t
had undertaken to throw
BUILDTO TUCSON
Zbyszko twice within an hour and a
half.v Hackenschmldt was aggressor
in the early part of the bout and the CONTRACT SIGNED
CONFOR
faster and cleaner workman of the
STRUCTION OF EXTENSION
two,, but Zbyszko's great weight be
FROM BENSON, ARIZONA
gan to tell with every additional min
ute and at the finish he seemed the
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 10. A contract
stronger of the two.
was signed at. Biabee yesterday providing, for the extension of the El
GOTCH THROWS FOUR MEN
Paso & Southwestern railway from
Lincoln, Neb-- , Feb. 10. Wrestling Benson to Tucson, Ariz., within the
Champion Frank Gotch last night next six months. Whether Tucson Is
proved equal to the task of throwing to be the terminus Is said to depend
four men within an hour. He did bet- on the Southern Pacific. If that road
ter than that, disposing of the four will accept through freight at Tucson
in 26 minutes. His opponents were the Southwestern will stop them,
George Gion, champion of Nebraska; otherwise its reported intention Is to
Lewis Gion, hie brother; Charles Pet- build a through line into Los. Aners and Paul Romanoff.
t
.
geles.
7v 'j r
-

t,

San- -

From the time his train crossed the

Ohio River this morning until Ita ar-

rival in the capital early this after
noon the president was given a continuous ovation. CrowdB gathered at
every station to cheer the distinguished traveler and every crossroads furnished its little knot of men, women
and children, who wavgd hats and.
handkerchiefs as the presidential train
sped along.
The presidential party reached Columbus promptly on schedule time this
afternoon. On the arrival of the special train at the Union station, where
thousands of cheering people had
gathered, a special reception committee of one hundred leading citizens
made a passageway to Broad street,
where motor cars were in waiting.
Governor Harmon, Mayor Marshall
and the officials of the National Corn
Exposition were on hand to greet the
distinguished visitor. The president
expressed himself delighted with be
"
ing in Ohio.
In accordance with President Taft's
wish there was no parade and mili
tary escort. The party proceeded at
once to the Ohio State Fair grovnds,
where the president delivered a pul
before the National Com Ex
position that has been in progress
there the past ten days. The president took for his subject the proposed
(Continued on Page Four)

PLANS FOR SEWER
SYSTEM APPROVED
IF PUT TO A VOTE TOMORROW,
WOULD CARRY
PROPOSITION
BY BIG MAJORITY

Since the publication in The Optic
yesterday evening of the complete
report of the Citizens' sewer committee, the plan for 6ewer construction
as advocated by the committee has
gained many addiional supporters. If
the adoption of the plan were put
up to the property owners tomorrow
it would carry by a large majority.
The1 simplicity and economy of the
scheme are winning for it friends
among the heavy taxpayers.
Property owners in the proposed
sewer district in which constructioa
work will be begun first are hearty,
ln their endorsement of the iplan.
The aldermen are making a thorough.
study of the report, which was. presented to them Wednesday evening,
and will be ready for an Interesting
and profitable session with the committee at the special meeting of the
council to be held Monday night It
believed the meeting will result
in the adoption of the report and the
taking of immediate steps toward the
beginning of actual sewer construc
tion.
MORE POPULATION
FIGURES
Washington, Fb. 10. The census
population figures for the following
cities were made publfo today:
Graham, Tex., 1,569, compared with

ln 1900.
Olney, Tex., 1,095.
Bisbee, Ariz., 8,019.

878

-

, Douglas, Ariz., 6,437.
Globe, Arts., 7,038, compared
1,495 in, 1900.
Morencl, Ariz., ,5,010.

with
'
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SENATOR LORIMtK

IS READY TO
RES GN
NOW ON A VISIT TO CHICAGO TO
DETERMINE ON HIS PLAN

OF ACTION
he
belief
Washington, Feb.
la growing In Washington that when
Senator Lorimer returns from Chicago, where he has gone ostensibly to
consult physicians about an affection
of the throat, he will announce his
resignation from the senate. This
course has been urged upon Lorimer
from the beginning of the investigation into his election, and in the last
few days the pressure brought upon
ihlm is said to have become eo strong
. that he has not found resistance to
It a pleasant 'task.
The advice comes from senators
who are seeking to avoid a roll call
on the resolution declaring the Illinois man's seat vacant, and they are
said to have made it plain to Mr.
Lorimer that they have gone as far
in his defense as they can go, and
that in the face of inevitable defeat
it is his duty to see that they are
not forced to go down in the "last
ditch." Nothing except his resignation within the next week can save
them from that unwilling task.
Lorimer has resisted this advice all
along, and has Insisted upon a "showdown," but now it is believed strong
hints have reached him from Illinois
that his stubborness is not finding
favor there. That Mr. Lorimer wlU
hear plain talk while he Is in Chicago
and that a decision will be reached
as to his future course in the case
while he is there, is the belief of
those best Informed as to what is
going on in the Lorimer council.
The blackness which the case has
developed, the noise it has made and
the unwelcome public attention it has
attracted, have sickened senators
who started out to vindicate Lorimer. They have grown weary of the
burden, which has grown heavier
every day, and they would like to
lay it down. If Lorimer would resign they would call him blessed. If
he does not resign it is equally certain they will call him other things.
The Lorimer strength in the senate never had much cohesion. About
the only senators who have been
hard and fast Lorimer supporters aoe
those who signed the majority re
port of the privileges and elections
committee. They are bound to stick
to the last to save their own facea
Outside of these ten senators there
is a group of uncertain numbers
which is disposed to aid the committee so long as that task is not dangerous to themselves, but no longer.
They have practically told the committee they would "go hang" if they
could be shown enough vote4 to
vindicate Lorimer, and not otherwise.
On that understanding, or in that
hope, the Lorimer forces have been
for the storm to "blow
waiting
over." Instead it has been rising.
Beyerldge came out against the re
port, and then Owen, and one after
another, Borah and Crawford, and
Cummins and Frazler, and Root and
Burton and Jones dealt it blows, and
10.-T-

CATARRH
A SYSTEMIC

BLOOD DISEASE

Catarrh is not merely an affection
of the mucous membranes; it is a
d
blood disease in which the
entire circulation and greater part of
It is more
the system are involved.
commonly manifested in the head,
nose and throat, because of the sensitive nature of these membranes, and
also because they are more easily
reached by irritating influences from
the outside. The symptoms of Catarrh, such as a tight feeling in the
head, nose stopped up, throat clogged
and dry, hacking cough, etc., show
that the tiny blood vessels of the mucous membranes are badly congested
and inflamed from the impurities in
To cure Catarrh perthe circulation.
manently the blood must be purified
and the system cleansed of all unhealthy matter.
Nothing equals
S. S. S. for this purpose.
It attacks
the disease at its
head, goes down
to the bottom of
the trouble and
makes a complete
and lasting cure
by PURIFYING
the blood. Then
deep-seate-

,

the inflamed

membranes begin
to heal, the head is cleared, breathing
becomes natural and easy, the throat
is no longer clogged, and every unpleasant symptom of the disease disappears. S. S. S. is the greatest of all
blood purifiers, and for this reason is
the most certain cure for Catarrh.
Book on Catarrh and medical advice
free to all who write.

IBS

8 WIT! BPECITIO CO., AtUnta,

5.

others are known to be ready to
strike if necessary. Mr. Lorimer was
told that one good turn deserved another and that it was up to him to
resign and let his frlenda out of the
hole.
The anxiety of Lorimer ' followers
in Illinois arises from a somewhat
different source. They do not want
any further investigation, and one of
the possibilities, If the case goes on.
is the recommittal of the whole mat
ter to a new committee with instructions to go deeper than the present
committee went Whether Lorimer
can show these uneasy ones in Chi
cago that there is still hope 1b a
question upon which will depend his
further resistance to the advice of
his friends here. If they are firm
In their determination to go no fur
ther, It is a safe bet that Lorimer
will come back to Washington next
week and resign- -

NEW WATER RIGHT
CODE

ONNTEREST

LEGISLATURE

OF
STATE OF
WASHINGTON HAS PLAN TO

PREVENT DISPUTES

super-itenden-

ts

TO

ST. LOUIS PASTOR
BAPTIST CHURCH
DESIROUS

OF

MAKE

-

MANHATTAN
WINDLESS
NEW ERA OF MUNICIPAL ARCHM
TECTURE MAY RESULT
FROM EFFORTS
New York, Feb- - 10. A remarkable
Investigation is soon to begin here for
the purpose of suppressing the wind
and making New York windless, or
as nearly so as possible. There are
few titles which this city is willing
to concede to Chicago without a
struggle, but there la no desire here
to compete with the western metrop
olis for the appellation of "Windy
City," which the latter bears. Father
Knickerbocker prefers to have his
bailiwick known as the "Windless
are
City," and accordingly attempts
the
being made here to suppress
wind. For many years New York
has had certain locations known for
their blustering air currentB. Per
haps the most generally known at
present is on the south side of MadFlat-iroison Square where the
to
located.
Previous
is
building
its erection, however, the gales had
shunned this locality which was surrounded by low buildings differing
little in height. As a result experts
declared that skyscrapers were responsible for the eddying currents.
This opinion seemed to be vindicated
when the erection of an enormous
building in the lower part of the
city previously occupied by structures of only medium height brought
about gales which made those about
the Flatiron seem like zephyrs. Of
late, however, the problem has as
a
sumed
different angle. Times
Square in the center of the city has
for some years been a gusty spot. It
was surrounded on three sides by
skyscrapers while the fourth side was
occupied by low buildings. With the
completion of the fifteen story Hotel
Rector last month, however, filling
this gap, has come a calm unknown
for years, but its relative height to
adjacent structures is the chief wind
factorAt' Madison Square Garden
and downtown,
skyscrapers were
built among low buildings with re
sultant gales. In Times Square, the
the surrounding
Rector completed
chain of skyscrapers and the wind
ceased. Hence it is argued all that
is needed to suppress the wind in
New York is to make its buildings
uniform in height. At any rate it
is a novel theory and one which investigation may make a potent factor
in future municipal architectural development.

arms. While the carrying of concealed weapons is now an offense
punishable by fine and imprisonment.
It is difficult to enforce the law so
long as everybody Is permitted to
Inbuy or sell these death-dealin- g
struments at will. A bill that is som
to be introduced into the state legislature attempts to get at the difficulty by making it a crime to sell
firearms to any person unless
can show a permit from the police
department In order to obtain sv.ch
a permit it would be necessary for
to register
the would-br--

e

OF THIS CITY
SECURING

REV. O. P. MILES

The congregation of the First BapVegas has extended
a call to the Rev. O. P. Miles, of St
Louis, Mo., a widely known clergyman. Rev. Miles is now in the city.
He will occupy the pulpit in the local
church the next two Sundays, and
probably every evening during the
coming week.
The Las Vegas church will endeavor to persuade Rev. Miles to acoept
the local charge. He i3 a graduate
of Chicago University and of the Baptist Seminary at Louisville, Ky. For
some time past he has been pastor of
the People's Temple in St. Louis. He
is a man of pleasing personality and
fine address

tist church of Las

-

Society Women Wear Queues

Chinese queues are now being
worn by New York society women
and as a result one of the most rapid
as well as suprising transfers of
hair which this city has ever seen
is taking place. Queues which a
short time ago might have been seen
adorning celestial backs in Chinatown can now be viewed on the heads
of the feminine leaders of the "400"
occupying boxes at the opera. The
commonly
pigtails, as they were
known, are worn by their new possessors in a manner somewhat different from that practiced by their
former owners, and the fact that
these queues are now decorating the
heads of society leaders is to be
Chinese
attributed to an imperial
edict and not to a new whim of
fashion. For many years New York
women have worn in the form of
puffs, transformations and the like
hair imported from China. The supply has been small, however, and the
price high. But since word has come
from Hong
Kong recently that
queues were no longer to be worn
no less than two thousand out of
hundred Chin
New York's twenty-fivtheir - hirsute
ese have sacrificed
adornments. The queues have not
been sacrificed for nothing, however,
since every shorn owner has received from seven to twenty dollars from
hair dressers for the hair from which
he was separated. For the making
up of puffs, curls, and other adorn
ments of the feminine head, Chinese
hair is unsurpassed and as a 'result:
the shorn celestials have reaped a
the women
golden harvest from
heads
their transformed
whose
queues are now decorating.
'

gun-carri-

(Continued on Page Four)

EAT RADIUM AND

BE YOUNG AGAIN
MAYBE
lHAS

THAT

ELUSIVE

ELIXIR

FOUND AT LAST

BEEN

SOME EXPERIMENTS

n

Chicago, Feb. 10. Water-user- s
in
western states are interested in the
action of the legislature of the state
of Washington with reference to the
water right code, prepared by a commission named by Governor Hay. The
measure is designed to settle numerous important questions, to avoid interminable litigation and to protect
the public as well as the holders and
the users of water.
A draft of the code, received by Arthur Hooker, secretary of the National Irrigation congress, which will have
Its 19th annual sessions in Chicago,
December 5 to 9, shows that it is purposed to create offices for a state hydraulic engineer and two superintend
ents, the former receiving a salary'of
$5,000 a year. The pay of the
is to be $ 2,400 a year. The
bill also provides .that these officials
shall compose the state water commission.
There is a provision that no water
right shall be granted without com
plete investigation, also that immediately following the passage of the
act the auditors and clerks of the sev
eral counties shall prepare and send
to the commission abstracts showing
all water right filings and decrees in
their respective offices.
Heavy penalties are provided in the
bill for Interference with irrigation
ditches, flumes and canals, for stealing water and other offenses against
Irrigated property. The commission
is empowered to void any rights for
failure to use the same within a limited time.

CALL EXTENDED

PR0P0SET0

that ever existed could show a record
equal to that of the metropolis- The
Increase In the number of fatal shoot
ings which was 74 greater than during the preceding year has caused
a demand for more stringent restriction of the sale and carrying of fire-

Paris, Feb. 10. The rejuvenating
qualities of radium have been discovered by Professor Gabriel Petit of
the veterinary school at Alfort. He
Injected two milligrams twice in the
jugular vein of an old horse with
surprising effect. The animal seemed
immediately to gain a new lease of
life. It put on flesh and became frisky. Considerable traces of sulphate
'of radium appeared in the blood. The
red globules increased in number.
The injections, Doctor Petit says,
of
produced a lasting
the system. He thinks it is highly
serum
probable that a radio-activ- e
may be obtained in this manner,
which will arrest to a certain extent the advances of physical decay
in human beings. In other words,
radium may be made the basis of a
real elixir of liferadio-activit-

y

-

REPUBLICANS ARE ACTIVE
Madrid, Feb- 10. A notable revival of republican activity in Spain is
promised as a result of a gathering
of leaders of the party who assembled here today from all ' parts of
the kingdom for an important conference. A ner leader is to be chosen and steps taken for a thorough
reorganization of tHe party.
-

DANDRUFF AND

ITCHING SCALP YIELD

Til TJIS TREATMENT
Why experiment trying to drive the
dandruff germ from underneath ;the
skin with greasy lotions or fancy
when the O. G. Schaefer
Drug Store will guarantee ZEMO and
ZEMO SOAP to entirely rid the scalp
of the germ life that causes the trouble.
ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP can be obtained in any city
town in America
and are recognizee the best and most
economical treatment for , all affections of the skin or scalp whether
on infant or grown person.
One
shampoo with ZEMO SOAP and application of ZEMO will stop Itching
and cleanae the scalp of dandruff and
scurf.
We invite you to try ZEMO and
ZEMO SOAP and if not entirely
satisfied we will Tefund your money.
hair-dressin- g,

FAMOUS

COOK

FRAUD CASE IS
DECIDED
LOSES
8UIT TO
PATENTS TO LAND

GOVERNMENT
CANCEL

other and Son
Give Uords of Praise
Mrs.
from malaria and
Barbara Burke suffered for years
dulls. Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey drove the disease
from her system and keeps her healthy and happy.
Her son says Duffy's is "one of the family." He would
not be without a bottle in the medicine chest.

WORTH $100,000

Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 10. Judge
John R. McFle yesterday decided the
famous Coolidge case from San
Juan county in favor of the defendants and against the United States
government.
The suit was brought to cancel
several government patents for lands
In San Juan county, originally enter-e- r
by Ina Coolidge and Rosa Hyde,
then conveyed to John W. Coolidge
who sold to James D. Hand, Jr., of
Scranton, Pa,, who sold them to Wallace and Davie, the present owners. It
was . stipulated by both sides that
Hand's purchase had been without
fraud, but the government'' Bet up
that the original entry was fraudu
lent.
The court held that the evidence
waB so ' conflicting that it was impossible to declare that fraud had
been committed.
The law as laid
down by the supreme court of the
United States is that a patent cannot be set aside for fraud unless upon clear, unequivocal, convincing evidence free from doubt as to the
fraud alleged- - The evidence failed
to show that John W. Coolidge, wno
purchased from the entryman, was
guilty of any fraud whatever or had
notice of the alleged fraud of the
entrymen. There were more witnesses for the defense than for the
prosecution and their testimony was
as strong if not stronger than that
of the government witnesses. While
the area in direct controversy was
only 640 acres, yet, the va'ue of the
Interests at Btake, is said to be 100,-00Inc'udlng a pear orchard and extensive irrigation works. Attorney A.
M. Edwards,
of Farmington, appeared for the defense.
The fact that ' they owned water
rights sufficient to covct all the land
and that they had constructed lateral
ditches sufficient to convey water to
each of the legal
was
not seriously contested. The evi-- ,
dence showed that several thousand
dollars had been expended in constructing the main ditch and laterals.
There were about eight witnesses
for the government, including Special
Agent R. O. Satterwhlte of the New
Mexico field division of the general
land office. There were about fifteen
witnesses for the defense. Assistant
United States Attorney Herbert W.
Clark of Las Vegas appeared for the
government.
0,

MRS. BARBARA BURKE and her ion, Mr. VALLY BURKE

Mrs. Burke writes : "Fifteen years ago I was a sufferer from
malaria fever and chills. On the advice of a friend I took Duffy s
Pure Malt Whiskey and was cured. It proves effective in keeping
malaria from my system and is a grand medicine for aged people.
I have continued to use it ever since as a tonic." Mrs. Barbara
Burke) 730 So. Liberty St., New Orleans, La.
In his letter Mr. Burke says: "It is with pleasure that I say
and write and it is a pitv that I cr.nnot write these words in gold,
'Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey is just one of the family, a good help
in need. Good luck to you." Vally Burke, Adv. Agent, Winter
Garden Theatre, New Orleans, La.

Duffy'sandPure Malt Whiskey

is now a pure, wholesome, healthful medicinal
has always been
whiskey, produced without regard to expense in compliance with the
requirements of the Foods and Drugs Act, the doctors' "Materia
Medica" and the "Pharmacopoeia " the two recognized authorities
on drugs and medicines in the United States. Great care is used to
have every kernel thoroughly malted, thus producing a liquid food,
tonic and stimulant, requiring no digestion. Its palatability and
freedom from injurious substances render it so that it can be retained by the most sensitive stomach. Its gentle and invigorating
properties influence for good every important organ in the body. It
makes the old feel young and keeps the young strong and vigorous.

CAUTION. When you ask your druggist, grocer or dealer for Duffy's Pure
Malt Whiskey, be sure you get the genuine. It is sold In SEALED BOTTLES ONLi
the "Old Chemist," on the label, and
never in bulk. Look for the trade-mar- k,
make sure the seal over the cork is unbroken. Price $1.00 a large bottle. Write
Medical Department, The Duffy Malt Whiskey C0.,Rochesler, N. Y., for doctors' advice and an illustrated medical booklet containing: testimonials and rules for health,
both sent free.

Retail
2,000 lbs.,

or

lb., to

more, each delivery, 20c per 100 Iba.
25c per 110 lbs.
30c per 100 lbs.

2,000 lbs., each delivery,
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery,
SO lbs., to 200 lbs., each
delivery
Less than SO lbs., each delivery,

1,000

,

'

Foley Kidney Pills are a reliable
remedy for backache, rheumatism and
urinary irregularities. They are tonic
in action, quick in results and afford
a prompt relief from all kidney disorders. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross

40c per 100 lbs.
60c per 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity and
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office 701
Douglas Avenue.

Speedy Relief From Kidney Trouble
"I had an acute attack of Brlght's
disease with inflammation of the kid-

neys and bladder, and dizziness," says
Mrs. Cora Thorp, Jackson, Mich. "A
bottle of Foley's Kidney Remedy
overcome the attack, reduced the
took away the pa'n and
made the bladder action normal. I
wish every one could know of this
wonderful remedy." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

Prices: -

If it may be termed a science

must

include a means of presenting the

The
Science of
Selling

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest use the

Farms

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

Drug Co.

e

LINCOLN

BANQUET

Grand Rapids, Mich., Feb. 10. The
Lincoln Republican club of this city
has concluded elaborate preparations
for its annual Lincoln day banquet
to be given tomorrow night. The affair is to be made the occasion for
a great gathering of the faithful from
States
all over the state. United
Senator Bradley of Kentucky, and
several other republican leaders of
national prominence are to furnish
the oratory.
TO

HONOR MOTHERS

Jackson, Miss-- , Feb. 10. In all the
public schools of Mississippi today
was set aside for the celebration of
"Monument Day," when historical exercises were held and contributions
offered by the teachers and pupils in
aid of the fund that is being raised
for the
erection of a magnificent
monument to the memory of the
Confederate mothers of the state.

Crime a Dally Thing In New York
Murder is becoming almost a daily
habit in 'New York, according to the
official reports of the coroners of the
city. Last year there were 185 homicides or something more than one for
day throughout the
every second
year, Sundays and holidays included.
The great majority of these killings,
or 108 to be exact, were by shoot
ing and in this respect it is doubtful
if the most lawless mining camp

M

ALLORY Cravenette Hats are fovorites with men who
who take a
pride in their personal appearance.
They look well, for thev are fashioned in
the newest and most stylish shapes, are made of the best Tint '
material by skilled workmen, and are rendered water proof by the
famous craveneting process.
That is why Mallory Cravenette hats not only look well when you buy them, but
they stay that wav. They do not spot from
rain drops nor run in the wetting: of a downpour; and they do,not fade and look shabby from
sunlight.
They please the most fastidious and the most economical by their double qualities of look well and wear well.
)UR new line forSpring has been received and includes
an excellent variety of the popular Telescope models.
Also all other new, desirable models, in black or colors.

ANY MODEL
Mallory Hats

1

Men Who Care

Jj

I

are for

a

03.50

y

HIS season we

have put in an excellent line of new, stylish
hats in Black and Colors, made from good materials
and in the newest blocks, by the Malory Hat Co., for
young men
This line is

ttii J

- ESTABLISHED.

$2.5 O

EACH

ml MM 11
I86Z

not Cravenetted

Mallory Hats
Means Style, Quality and Satisfaction
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LENT BEGINS ON

1

THAT DATE MARKS OPENING OF
FASTING

SEASON

FOR
:

CATHOLICS

VALENTINES IN
PLUSH THIS

WEDNESDAY,

MAP

moirow nieht. Younir Roosevelt, whjl
is attending Harvard, will compete
in the mile run.
The games will attract to this city
nearly 1,000 athletes representing all
prominent colleges and most of the
leading athletic clubs of the East
Interesting competitions in the various events are assured.
The col
leges are unusually well represented
in the entries for the team races,
A FEW OF
CUPID'S MESSAGES
which are a feature of each year's
OF UPHOLSONE
REMIND
meet Harvard, Yale, Cornell, Prince
FURNITURE
TERED
ton, Dartmouth, Worcester Polytech
nlc. Pennsylvania, Brown. Columbia
Real plush, such as the couches
and a number of other colleges will
take part. The program provides for and chairs In the parlor used to be
two special events in addition to the upholstered with, is the latest effect
team races.
The special contests, In valentines this year. Red, brown,
both of which will be special events, green, pink, purple or any of a dozen different tint are used. Of course,
will consist of the usual forty-yardash, and the other extreme will be there are other new styles, known to
a three-mil- e
the trade as "sachet" and "arts," but
run.
the plush seems to have it.
Ten or twelve varieties of plush
ROCIADA RANCH COMPANY
Santa Fe, Feb. 10. Papers of in- valentines may be found reposing on
corporation were filed with the ter- the showcases of any of the stores
ritorial secretary yesterday by the where valenties are sold among a
Roclada Ranch company whose office lot of the comic penny sheets, or
Is at Roclada, San Miguel county, the old, well known celluloid
and
an of which Albert G. Adams is parchment.
One of them bears a
named as agent. The object of frame that tries to produce a rustic
the company is to do a general mer- effect. The picture Is a row of tele
chandise business and starts with a phone poles strung with gilt string
capital stock of $15,000, consistingof wires. The etrlngs wires end up in
150 shares at $100
each. Of this a miniature telephone mounted on a
stock $3,000 has been subscribed, the red . heart and bears the words,
shareholders being Albert G. Adams, "Message of Love" Of course, that
of Gascon; Leo M. Tipton, of East would be appropriate for the 'girl
Las Vegas; and H. W. Clark of East at the switch-boarLas Vegas, each holding ten shares.
There are other designs made for
The duration of the company Is to college girls or baseball fans. The
be fifty yearscollege scene shows a football, has
and
a pennant
the simple word
one
for the fair fan
The
"Greeting."
EAGLE IS PRESENTED
is somewhat more elaborate and has
a baseball worked into a heart which
TO GOVERNOR MILLS is attached by a bow of ribbon to an
Imitation baseball bat. In the back
the diamond perhaps to
ground,
LIVE SPECIMEN OF THE NATION represent what the man is going to
AL EMBLEM SENT HIM FROM
give the girt later and a grand
stand can be seen. All of these are
SOCORRO
worked in plush and the clerks give
them the old name of "nifty."
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 10. The
If you fancy your sweetheart would
eagle, king of birds, the standard of
a perfumed valentine buy one
prefer
the ancient Romans, and the gold
of "pillow effect" kind. The pillow
ten
counstandard of
dollars in this
is a bag of sachet powder in a cov
try, the eagle, the national emblem
of satin.
Ribbons and bows
ering
of the United States, is here, alive,
are
worked on the outside and they
and possessing all the strength, size,
are decorated with a picture of a
graceful figure keenness of vision and man
daintily offering his hand and
of
the
perhaps extraordinary
flight
to a girl.
heart
bird known to every one.
new one Is the "folder.1
Another
The eagle arrived in the city yesIt
a roll of wall paper
unrolls
like
terday, but it did not come through
reveals
verse.
a
and
One shows
the air in all its majesty but chose
picture of a motor car with a fat
an overland, express route.
It was sent to Governor Mills by policeman in chase. Cupid is at the
Mrs. John Ryan of Socorro and Mrs. wheel and from t$he dust blowing
looks to be
Eleuterio Gonzales, of San Antonio, behind the machine
in socorro county.
The eagle was speeding. It bears the verse:
My heart ran away with a shout,
captured in eastern Socorro county.
In Cupid's bran new runabout.
and Mrs. Ryan and Mrs. Gonzales
And with them both in it
thought it a good idea to send it to
Broke every speed limit
the governor of the new state which
For fear that my love may be out.
will soon be admitted to the Union
And, alas, the author's name isn't
and enjoy the privileges for which the
given.
of
bird
freedom" stands sym
"eagle
Some stores are showing a valenbolic.
tine
with a mirror in It. It Is mark
Just what will be done with the
ed simply: "My Valentine," and as
not
is
known
but
is
that
said
it
eagle
Adjutant General Brookes will look the girl looks in the mirror she sees
after the Imperial bird until the gov herself and knows that she is his
ernor gets home and makes his wish valentine.
Of course, that old favorite with
es known about the matter.
valentine buyers, the celluloid gui
tar, Is to be seen this year. It ex
EDISON NEARS 65TH MILESTONE
a frilly effect and has eateen
hibits
West Orange, N. J., Feb. 10. Thorn,
as A. Edison, the famous inventor, ruffles on it, with the usual senti
mental verse.
will enter upon his sixty-firs- t
year tomorrow, having been born February
11, 1847. Excepting that his deafness
has increased of late, Mr. Edison
Is reported to be in as good or bet
ter health than he has enjoyed in
some years.
Porto Rico contains six thousand
unonists.
A general labor strike in the spring
is rumored at Kingston, Canada.
Cleveland's
Jewish
Carpenters'
union has doubled its membership
within a few months.
Newfoundland's government has de
cided to establish immediately an old
age pension system.
are the sweet, crisp bits
Vancouver, B. C, will start a fund
to augment the fund established by
of
firemen for pension purposes.
The California district council of
clerks includes representatives from
Oregon, Nevada and California.
The Texas state conference of
bricklayers is composed of thirty- you would, at least, try
three unions, with a membership of
'em.
The wage scale for the entire
2,500.
state is $6 a day.
The food is made of
San Francisco Retail Drug Clerks'
perfectly ripe white corn,
association has prepared a bill which
cooked, sweetened, rolis to be submitted to the legislature
led and toasted.
This provides that all drug stores
i
shall
bg closed between 1 and 6 o'clock
It is served direct from
Sunday afternoon.
the package with cream
In this country more Hhan one
or milk, and sugar if
hundred workmen are killed every
desired
day. The number of killed and maimed is 536,000 annually, and the anA breakfast favorite!
nual number of accidents of all kinds
to workmen la two million.
Out of some three hundred and fif
trades recorded in the United
States there are only five or six left
in which women are not employed ;
Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.
for instance, linemen, sailors, excav

Lent begins on March

1 this year
in charge of the Catholic
churches and the pastor of St. Paul's
Memorial church of this city are asking their parishioners to observe the
rules of the church for the Lenten

Priest

period.
Lent begins with Ash Wednesday,
which is so called because of the
custom of placing ashes on the heads
of the penitents.
Lent is always
reckoned from .Easter Sunday, which
is always the first Sunday after the
first full moon after the spring
equinox on March 21. If the full
moon is on Sunday, Easter is the
Sunday following. Easter comes on
April 16 this year.'
Lent is always forty days before
Easter, not counting Sundays. There
are usually six. Sundays intervening,
but they are
not counted. This
makes Easter begin on Ash Wednesday, which is preceded by Shrove
Tuesday, the last day before Lent.
"The Episcopal church observes
Lent, during which time the members
are not allowed to participate in any
worldly pleasures," said Rev. J. S.
Moore, pastor of St. Paul's Memorial
church. "Card parties, theaters and
other forms of social diversion are
forbidden. The last week of Lent
is celebrated as Holy Week in honor
of the crucifixion of Christ."
The same rules are followed by
the members of the Catholic church.
During the forty days of Lent mem
bers refrain from dancing and other
On
amusement.
forms of social
Wednesdays and Fridays the menv
bers eat no flesh of animals and on
all other days In Lent flesh is eaten
only once a day. Eggs and fish can
be eaten at. any time and to any
extent. Some aged or infirm persons
are exempt.
LORD BERESFORD 65 t
London, Feb. 10. Admiral Lord
Charles Beresford, one of the most
popular officers who ever wore a
British naval uniform, received a veritable flood of "congratulations today
bir
on the occasion of his sixty-fiftday anniversary. Both the King and
Queen were among those to send
messages of greeting to the gallant
Charles, or
old sea fighter. Lord
"Charlie," as he is lovingly called by
Englishmen everywhere, is a second
son of the late Marquis of Water-forand a cousin of Lord Decles,
who thte week married Miss Vivian
Gould. Lord Charles entered the navy
as a cadet when he was 15 years old,
and, though promotion came rapidly,
it was not until 1882 that the bombardment of Alexandria made him
world-famou-s
as a naval fighter.
h
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KERMIT ROOSEVELT AN ATHLETE
Feb. 10 Kermit
Boston, Mass.,
Roosevelt, son of the former President, is among the entrants for the
annual indoor track and field games
of the Boston Athletic association, to
be held In Mechanics' Building to--
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LaLbor Notes

If You Knew

How Good
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ators and a few similar occupations.
The law of England requires the
employer of every workman injured
in his service to pay at once to the
of his rate of
injured man one-hawages until he la able to work again,
and in the case of death to pay the
heirs three years' salary.
The provision of the Rhode Island
factory inspection law, which prohibits children under sixteen years of
age working n factories, manufacturing or business establishments, unless they can read at sight, and write
legibly simple sentences In English,
went Into effect, January 1.
The present session of the Massachusetts legislature In all probability
will pass a law providing for compensating workmen for injuries received
in .the course of their employment. A
special commission created to investigate the subject, has prepared a tentative draft of a bill.,
The order of Railroad Telegraphers
will celebrate Its twenty-fift- h
anniversary in June, 1911, and has adopted as a battle cry, "complete and
thorough organization." Cash prizes
to the amount of more than $2,000
will he given away during the year
to those who assist in bringing in
new members.
The shortest hours of any union
workmen In New York city are those
of the caisson workers who have just
signed an agreement with the employers' association for the year 1911.
Three hours a day, with thirty minutes off for luncheon and wages of
$5 a day Is the stipulation for the
men who work under an air pressure of three atmospheres.
lf
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Postum Cereal Company,

t
Nature' Gift
from the

Sunny South"

It's too late to lock the stable when1
the horse has been stolen too "late to
care for vour stomach when indiges
tion is upon you. Why "not take time by the forelock by
of all
dispensing with hog lard the breeder of nine-tentbe
all
food
cooked
insist
and
instead
that
indigestion,
your
with Cotiolene a pure, vegetable shortening which makes
healthy, digestible food f
Cottolene comes from the cotton fields of the Sunny South.
It is a
ht
tin pails to insure freshness
clean product, protected by patent
and freedom from contamination. It is recommended by physicians as
,
being fully as healthful as olive oil.
hs

air-tig-

Made only by

J. FAIRBANK

THE N.

flakes Biscuits

COMPANY

Li dirt and Flaky

as the Cotton Boll

who sent the telegram
the grand jury may be asked to
probe the matter and summon wit
nesses who will have to tell all that
they know regarding the affair.

in finding out

CAN'T MAKE SPORT
OF

MIL1TIA---BR00KE- S

ADJUTANT

WOULD

GENERAL

PROSECUTE PERPETRATORS
OF JOKE AT TUCUMCARI
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 10.' Adjutant
General A. L. Brookesj is having an
investigation made of the alleged
"practical joke" said to have been
perpetrated on the New Mexico National Guard at Tucumcari, ordering
them to he in readiness to go to the
southern border to protect the United States from "Invasion.". Captain
O. F. Elder immediately mustered 45
men and within two hours was awaitorders which did not
ing further
come.
General Brookes, is going to use
every legal means to make It hot
for the joker or jokers who thus
tried to make sport of the National
Guard. It is said that the law provides for the bringing of Just forty-fiv- e
damage suits against the joker
in this matter.
In case difficulties are encountered

(BBdsurlleG

MeM

WHOLESALE DEALERS--

Pneumonia Follows a Cold
But never follows the use of Foley's
Honey and Tar, which checks the
cough and expels the cold. M. Stockwell, Hannibal, Mo., says, "It beats all
the remedies I ever used. I contracted a bad cold and cough and was
threatened with pneumonia. One bob
tie of Foley's Honey and Tar completely cured me." No opiates, Juat
a reliable household medicine. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
-

TRADE

MARK

OHL Y EXCLUSIVE JOBBERS

SIX

Sedentary habits, lack of outdoor
exercise, insufficient mastication of
food, constipation, a torpid liver, worry and anxiety, are the most common
causes of stomach troubles. Correct
your habits and take Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets and you
will soon be well again. For sale by
all druggists.

DrylnGfoods

IN NEW MEXIOO'"

COMPLETE DEPARTMENTS
'Groceries,

Hardware,

Implements,

SIX

Stoves, Vehicles

HAIL ORDERS
USES-3

LAS VEGAS,

A piece of flannel dampened with
Chamberlain's Liniment and bound on
to the affected parts is superior to
with
any plaster. When troubled
lame back or pains in the side or chest
give It a trial and you are certain to
be more than pleased with the prompt
relief which it affords. Sold by all
druggists.

SANTA ROSA

ALBUQUERQUE,

HH AVIATION
El

MEETING

Paso, Texas, Feb.

9--

13,

1911.!

Tickets on sale 9th to 13th, inclusive. Final
return limit, February 14th, 1911

LAS VEGAS

jj

FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP
VICINITY has a climate of unsurpassed iealthful- ness without extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 300
days of sunshine In the year.
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain streams or from wella of no great depth.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly nineteen inches, average, occurring principally in July and August.
The soil is highly fertile and easy of working, being generally sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower In price than we know of anywhere else
where conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and
forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, u proving to be successful here, a large area being under cultivation.
An irrigaUon system to cover many thousand acres surround(
ing the city Is now being constructed.
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are showing up very promising values. Building stone of superior quality ii
.
quarried nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, which is near, affords excellent
grazing for large numbers of .cattle and horses at a nominal cost
Stock raising Is a profitable business.
A great natural pleasure ground abounds In this National
Forest, with its grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are
open all the year for health or pleasure seekers.

18.30
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GROSS, HELL Y

&

Batchelor, Agent.

THE STANDARD FOR 30 YEARS

ant! Paint Spcciaitica
New Mexico Territory Furnished
by the W. H. ROGERS CO.
of Houston, Texas.

Write 'for Catalogue and
Prices.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Toasties

"The Memory Lingers"

4

Market Finders

CO.

( Incoporatod)
WHOLESALE MERCHANTS
and Dealers In
WOOL. HIDES and PELTS

Classified ads. search out thelpeople to whom among all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.

Houses at East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M.',
Tucumcari, N.'M., Pecos, N. M., Logan, N. M.f
Trinidad, Colorado.

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.

BAIN WAG O MS,

the Belt Farm Wagons made
Raclno.Sattley Oo., Vehicle; Navajo Blanket

i

'

;

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
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FOIt THE PUBLIC
SCHOOLS

ONLY THING

JIECIPROCITY

.

sii

Continued Frunl
Oan)
In some respects Chicago Is the
PUBLISHED BT
least American of all large Ameri reciprocity agreement with Canada,
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
can cities- - Among its much boasted He spoke in part as follows:
(laooupottiTiu
"Reciprocity with Canada will benM. M. PADGETT
Editor millions there is a comparatively
,
efit
the entire, tjiifed; States, the farm
,
or
small proportion of Anglo-Saxonthe
er,
manufacturer, tne raiiroaa
at least the Anglo-Saxoelement is
company, the middle man and the
If not submerged, warehouse man. We have .with pio
overshadowed.
Entered I t the Poitofflce at East Chicago' has
long fostered foreigners neer energy rushed on to the Pacific
La Vegas, New Mexico, for tranamle- an
undesirable
of
class,' has j winked and taken up all the good land. We
lon through the United State Mall
reclaim
outbreaksat
and so con are now spending millions to
lawless
second class matter.
lands of the
arid and semi-arithe
doned
feeling that it
great western desert. Should we not,
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
has 'brought reproach upon itself and
by taking down the useless and unOaily Per Year, by Carrier ....97.60
of labor, miny necessary tariff wall, bring within our
people.
Employers
dally Per Month, by Carrier... .65
agricultural resources the great plains
C.iy Pew Week, by Carrier .. .15 of them, are either moving thuir of
the far northwest, when that region
Weekly Optic and Stock Grower,
p'ants and factories away from that can
bring to us what we need, and
Per Year, by Mail
2.00
city or are waiting favorable oppor that without hurting any of our own
Months
1.00
to do so. Chicago Is raping people?"
Advertisers are guaranteed, the tunity
whirlwind.
The president commented on the
arget dally and weekly circulation the
criticism
that the proposed reciprocl
been
has
For many months there
of any newspaper in northeastern New
"was an attack on the
agreement
ty
Mexico.
,
a systematic crusade of bomb throw
American farmer by depriving him of
This has been laid
in& in Chicago.
protection." "In respect to, corn.
COLORADO TELEPHONE
at the door of foreigners. The for the president said, "the American
Business Office
Main 2
eigners may or may not be guilty of farmer is king, reciprocity or no reel
Editorial Rooms
Main
The domestic price of wheat
Main 2 these outrages, but the fact remains procity.
Society Editor
is
governed
by the world price. Th
done
have
that the Chicago police
we give the Canadian
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1911.
advantages
very little to bring any of the mis will not hurt our farmer, for the price
creants to Justice. The red flag has will remain the same- But by patron
JAPAN AND ANARCHISTS
waved many times in the streets of lzlng our elevators, our flour mills, our
he will secure admission to
Japan has always cheerfully ac Chicago without any very serious railroads,
markets at less cost to
world's
the
knowledged the debt she owes to official protest. Anarchy has flour
himself, while we will secure the ad
Ithla country la leading her out of the ished there when other .American
vantages of increased trade for our
labyrinth of feudal darkness and cities have suppressed it. The license elevators, our mills, our railroads and
making possible her present proud and forebearance of the people of Chi our commission men. Let the agreemonths
jKiUon among the peoples of the cago have attracted thousands of ment be adopted and in six
border
on
Canadian
farmers
the
the
world. America changed Japan from vicious and lawless foreigners who
who now have fears, will rejoice ii
a mere federation of tribes into a find In its slum districts a safe and this
great step toward closer bus!
great nation, by battering down the comfortable haven. And Chicago has ness and social relations with our
doors of the immemorial isolation in awakened too late to the dangers ot neighbors."
As soon as he had concluded his
which Nippon was shrouded for cen the situation.
address
the president made a tour
natural
tunes. But America can learn from The "Black Hand" finds its
of the exposition, the Boy Scouts
J !.! a in some things, and there is habitat
in Chicago. There these
furnishing the escort. The program
t".t itssou which this country should fiends ply their nefarious calling for the remainder of the day and
it...... uiid that soon, iroin Japan or with little fear. The blackmailers evening called for an automobile ride
Soinc other country.
This lesson is have levied their dastardly tribute about the city and a dinner as the
of the officials of the National
tiiu prompt suppression of anarchy, until the scandal of their
operations guest
Corn Exposition and a number of
'lue annihilation of the red flag has
Grown
public.
appalled the
saou.u follow the sweeping of the
leading citizens. At 9:45 tonight he
to resumes his
have
criminals
these
gene
bolder,
blue
journey to Sprfng-fieldflag of piracy from the high
111., where he has an engage
greater extremes. Now they threat
stus.
An inspiring example of Japanese en to blow up the public schools with ment to speak at the Lincoln annipromptness In dealing with such a their bombs unless their lnsatlatle versary banquet tomorrow night.
proinem was recently given when a demands are complied with. For the
score or more anarchists, caught
Springfield Awaits Taft.
these
sake of money
cowardly
in a plot against the gov
Springfield, 111., Feb. 1. The finish
of lng touches to the preparations
for
ernment, were executed In due pro wretches would hurl thousands
the
and
Taft
of
visit
President
and
the
into
children
innocent
cess of law and within a very few
eternity,
Medays of the dissovery of their bloody have threatened to do that very annual banquet of the Lincoln
at
which
the
morial
association,
There were no harrowing ac thing. So well have they kept their
plot.
tomorrow
will
night,
president
speak
companiments of Oriental barbarism word in the past that this now threat
attending the execution. The con- has chilled Chicago with horror. The were completed today. The downtown
section of the city is donning patri
demned were not boiled in oil or put "Black
Hand" assassins are equal to otic attire In honor of the occasion.
to death by any cruel or lingering
any extreme of cruelty no matter how The great hall of the state arsenal
torture.
On the other band, they
damnable.
where the banquet will take place,
were not given the benefit of the
Chicago is now facing the logical has been elaborately decorated. Five
and
leniency
delay of the American penalty ot its own folly. To coddle
thousand American beauty roses and
criminal system. Within a space of criminals and tolerate
lawlessness thousands of branches of artificial
time hardly sufficient to bring about as manifested
by bomb throwers Is foliage- have been used In the decora-- '
the arraignment of a band of Ameri- to invite
The tions.
abysmal excesses.
can bomb throwers and set in mothreats to blow up the public schools
During his brief stay in the city
tion the machinery of delay by ably
may be idle, but there is nothing in
will be the guest of
and
counsel, the Japanese the records of "Black Hand" crime the president
DeneenThe presidential
Governor
anarchists, who had not yet ehed a in Chicago and elsewhere to give
will arrive in the city about
party
of
were
to
blood,
death in hope that
drop
put
they do not intend to make 2 o'clock tomorrow afternoon, and
accordance with the most civilized the threats!
good. The only salvation the president will speak an hour la
ethics. AU over the world anarchists for
Chicago is to rise in its might er in the hall of the house of rep
probably will set aside the day as and suppress every form of lawlessan anniversary of the "martyrdom" ness and crush all tendencies toward resentatives at the state capitol.
In the evening is the
of their Nipponese "brethren,"
but anarchy. Perhaps the present criss Eight o'clock
hour
set
for
.the
banquet to beglnn.
those "brethren" will never plot an- will
prove the salvation of Chicago. In addition to President Taft a num
other wholesale orgy of murder and But it
would, have been better had ber of other distinguished guests will
arson, while there is every reason to' the authorities acted promptly and
attend, among them' Martin W. Littla- believe that other "brethren" of the
effectively years ago and constantly ton of New York, Senator Shelby M.
dagger, bomb and torch in Japan will ever since. Today it is a big conCullora and Robert T. Lincoln of Chi
think twice or a dozen times before tract to cleanse that
city of foreign cago. Immediately after the concluthey commit any overt act.
criminals.
sion ot the banquet the president will
It would be well for this country
i
o
leave Springfield on the return Jour
to take a leaf from the Japanese
to Washington.
ney
PUOGKESS1YE
CHRISTIANS
book. The latitude allowed to the
devotees of sedition and anarchy and
To Address University
Most of the people who disagree
law lessness in this
country is only
111., Feb. 11.
Decatur is
Decatur,
inwith
Colonel
in
Roosevelt
bis
views
appreciated when some dramatic
a
interest the
with
lively
anticipating
cident emphasizes its
existence. of matters political will heartily ap
tomorPresident
of
here
visit
Taft
Speeches that in times of war would prove his declarations that he is for row. The
In
the
president's stay
city
be ample justification for immediate "progressive Christianity." His belief
will be brief, only long enough to de
execution are delivered with Impun- in this is declared in a recent letter
liver an address to the students of
ity in the "piping times of peace." accepting an' invitation to make an ad
Milllken University and to the
James
There Is publlo glorification of the dress In Reno, Nev., where the peomembers
of the Illinois Schoolmast
dead murderers and "martyrs" of the ple raised money to build a Y. M, C.
club assembled bere. The presi
ers'
n
A.
ten
home
in
red cult, about the only limit set
days.
In commenting on the fact that a dential party will journey from Decabeing that against the flaunting of
tur to Springfield over the lines of
the red flag In public. But the high- Catholic was the most active work
Illinois Traction company. Repthe
est viewpoint from which the mat- er in the raising of funds, the former
William B. McKlnley, who
resentative
ter ought to be contemplated is that president expressed his undisguised
of the company,
has
the country is in danger from treason admiration, declaring that he was is president
car
at
the
his
placed
disposal
private
and anarchy no less In time of peace more lntere'sted in "progressive Chrisof the president.
than In time of war; that martial tianity" than in progressive politics.
law exists at all times for the avowed He summed up his belief In these
Speedy Relief From Kidney Trouble
.
enemies of the government and that words:
'I had an acute attack of Brigbt's
to
"We
man
banhave
be
the
the red flag is the one and only
got
against
disease with inflammation of the kidner that shall not be permitted to who is a crook without :any regard neys and bladder, and dizziness," save
wave in the same air that stirs the to whether he is a Catholic or Pro- Mrs. Cora Thorn. Jackson, Mich. "A
bottle of Foley's Kidney Remedy
folds of the Stars and Stripes- - The testant, and for'' the honest man overcome the
attack, reduced the In
public proclamation of anarchistic equally whether he is a Catholic or f tarnation,- - took away the pn'n and
sentiments should be made cause for whether he is a Protestant, and we made the bladder action normal. ' I
wish every one could know of this
deportation of aliens and imprison;-m- must not let the bigots on either' side wonderful
remedy." O. G. Schaefer
nt of citizens; the attempt to bring any trouble to us In America." and Red Cross
Drug Co.
Religious prejudice is practical' a
carry those views Into
practice
shnv'd be made a capital offense. thing of the past. This has been
How to cure a cold Is a question in
Thf supreme authority . that rises well Illustrated in Las Vegas time which many are Interested just now.
a'heve all ordinary conditions , has the and again. People are getting roore Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy has
its great reputation and immense
inherent right of the power of life and more tolerant every day, but won
sale
its remarkable cure of coldB.
and death in time of war. Why not there are still too many people who It canbyalways be depended upon. For
are swayed by religious prejudices..
,..
JJ.,,al!L druggists....
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RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS

;

of;tiie

OUR DISCOUNTiiSYSTEM

VARIOUS' COUNTIES
'

Traveling Auditor Saff ord Prepares
nri4i. .v". Interesting Statement
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 10. A statement showlngvipgqipu and disbursements of various counties of the territory has been prepared by Traveling
Auditor Charles 'V. Saff ord.
The
period covered is from January 1, to
December 31, 1910, as follows:
Receipts
Back taxes, 1901 and prior $ 4,768. j
Taxes, 1902
3,150.37
Taxes, 1903
3,096.40
Taxes, 1904
,
3,520.87
Taxes, 1905
6,721.20
Taxes, 1906
;.. 27,36799
Taxes, 1907
32,920.32
Taxes, 1908
....'.7 80,371 131
Taxes, 1909
,,13.09,620.79
.'.';V. 999,976.65
Taxes, 1910'
126,329.80
Liquor licenses
Merchandise licenses .... 21,224.64
Poll tax
43,557.47
Fines
12,439.73
Pullman car tax ..,
1,262.20
Common school
64,480.53
Sale of bonds
338,849.13
Rent of court house .....
1,799.30
Institutes
2,226.42
District court clerks
6,374.62
Artesian wells
2,292.44
CRIME

if,

,

INNEW YORK

his name and address with the police authorities' and to convince them
that it was necessary for him to go
armed. There was an average of
seven deaths daily due to violence
in New York last year, .including
wounds from assaults or accidents.
The causes ranged all the way from
falling rocks and earth to kicks from
The latter cause was re
ihorses,,
sponsible for fourteen deaths during
the year while automobiles killed
sixty-twshowing that as a homicidal agent the horse 1b far outclassed in New York by his newer competitor.
Poor People Are Honest
The loaning of over half a million
dollars in small sums during 1910
without security and in many cases
without even references. from the borrowers, and with a total loss ot only
a little over $3,000, hardly more than
one-haof one per cent, goes to show
that the average of honesty among
the poorest residents of the city is
;
higher than among some of their
more prosperous fellows, in the opinion of the officers of the free loan
association. The association ia a
philanthropic organization formed for
the purpose of loaning small amounts
to families that are in dire need
through sickness, loss of employment
or similar causes. No interest is
charged and no security is required.
In many cases loans were made to
persons who had not been long in the
city and who consequently could not
even furnish references as to character. The total number of loans made
during the year amounted to 19,300
lf

v

Forest reserves
County settlements .......
Miscellaneous collections .

Has been. in force for over two years and
has fjiven universal satisfaction Our
prices the lowest possible for cash 10
per cent pfUor cash, think of your saving.
.

17,200.11
21,858.85
53,000.42
,

Total

$ 3,184,425. 76

'
Disbursements
The disbursements were for the
sanfe period as follows:
General county
$306,362.06
For courts
195,822.73
Interest
165,330.97
Wild. animal bounties .... 28,896.15
Roads and bridges
239,561.62
Court house and Jail
133,333.26
Territorial treasurer
691,995.57
Treasurers' commissions. . 87,665.37
Assessors' commissions .. 94,477.42
Municipal
Schools

Judgments
Institutes
Boarding prisoners
District attorneys
Bonds
Flood

Artesian wells
Miscellaneous

213,701.58
769,501.08
8,435.67
.
5,713.42
13,178.35
1,388.15
J. 90,366.88
4,997. t7
4,437.10
58,654 . 73

:AT

TAUPERT'S
TODAY'S COMPLETE MARHfcT KEPORTS
nONEY AND STOCKS
New York, Feb. 10. Call money
2 4
2 2 per cent ' Prime mercan
2
tile paper
per cent. Mexi
can dollars 45. Amalgamated 65
Atchison 106
Great
Sugar 119
Northern, pfd. 129
,New York
126
Central 113,3-4- . Northern-PacifiSouthern PaReading 104
cific 119
Union Pacific 179
Steel 81
pfd. 119
j,

ket steady. Native steers, $5.40
6.75; southern steers, $5.256.25;
southern cows, t3.2otf4.75; native
cows and heilers, $3.256; stockers
and feeders, $4. C0 5. 90; bulls, $4.25
western
5.25; calves, $58.25;
steers, $5.256.25; western cows,

riETAL

CHICAOO LIVESTOCK

New York, Feb. 10. Lead, market
dull, $4.404.50; standard
copper,

10. Cattle,
2,500.
Chicago, FebMarket steady. Beeves, $56.80;
Texas steers, $4155.50; , western
stockers and
steers, $4.4O5.50;
feeders, $3.855.90; cows and heifers, $2.655.80; calves, $6.259.25.
5
cents
Hogs 24,000. Market
mixed,
higher. Light, $7.55,7.80;
heavy,
$7.35r.75;
$7.157.65;
rough, $7. 15 7. 35; good to choice
heavy, $7.357.65; pigs, $7.557.90;
bulk, $7.557.70.
Sheep 8,000. Market steady. Native, $2.504.40; western,
$2.50
4.40; yearlings, $4. 505. 60; lambs
and natives, $4.256.25;
western,

1--

1--

44

1--

1--

3--

5
to 10
Hogs 6,000. Market
cents higher.
Bulk,
$7.507.65;
and
packers
heavy, $7.457.65;
butchers, $7.507.65; light, $7.60
7.70.
WOOL
Sheep 3,000. Market steady. Mut
6t, Louis, Mo., Feb. 10. Wool market is unchanged. Territory and tons, $3.804.50; lambs, $5.256.10
fed wethers and yearlings, $4.20
western mediums, 1922; fine
5.40; fed western ewes, $3.254.25.
13-.
16 18; fine, 12
3--

...$3,113,819.87

involving
of this

the-su-

of $524,176.
Out
$3,399 was

m

great total all but

repaid. In most of these cases the
officers report that the failure to
make payment was due to continued
sickness or to death and there has
hardly been an instance in which an
attempt has been made to defraud
the 'association.
Official Scales Incorrect
That Father Knickerbocker is not
infallible was shown this week In a
case that involved a question of the
weight of coal delivered to the fire department of the city. When the coal
was weighed on the official scales of
the department the figures showed
an apparent shortage of over a ton
in each consignment as compared
with the weights suppled by the
coal company. The department officials immediately jumped to the conclusion that a fraud was being at
tempted and arrested the drivers of
the wagons. The officials of the coal
company refused to admit this explanation, however, and insisted upon
further tests. These showed a continuation of the same discrepancies,
but an examination of the city scales
revealed the fact that they were incorrect. As this is the first case in
which Father Knickerbocker has been
detected in an attempt to practice
short weighing- he was not placed under arrest, but the coal wagon drivers
were promptly released and It was
admitted that the laugh was on the
dignified old gentleman who typifies
the majesty of the metropolis.

market

Spot and March
Silver 51

steady.

$11.87

1--

5--

GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Chicago, Feb. 10. Wheat May 93
Corn May 48
July 92l-8- .
49
,Oats May
July
31
Pork, May
July 31
Lard May
$17.75; July '$17.22
Ribs May
$9.55; July $9.47
$9.52
July $9.30.
'

1--

KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 10. Cattle
i.,500, including 300 southerns. Mar
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SHE WAS SMOTHERING
Rockford, Ala. Mrs. M. C. Paschal,
of this place, says: "I was taken
with nervous prostration, and ' had
headache, backache, pains in my
right side, and smothering spells. I
called in physicians to treat my case,
but without relief. Finally, I tried
Cardui, and it gave perfect satisfaction. I recommend it to every sick
woman." Are yon weak, tired worn-out- ?
Do you suffer from any of the
pains peculiar to weak women? Cardui has a record of over fifty years
in relieving such troubles, and will
certainly benefit you. It 'prevents
those frequent headaches, and keeps
you up, out of bed, feeling fresh and
happy. Try Cardui.

ATTZtiTlOti TO LITTLE DETAILS OF THE
TOILET ftARl THE
StQftAti.
TO BUY LITTLE THIrtGd D0E& A0T TAKL
MUCH AOrtEY, BUT THEY FILL BIGTrS Iti
V0M,YS DREW.
DO YOU.

--

EAT

Mrs.

-

$4.506.25.

Emma D.
this place says: "I suffered misery for nearly1 eight years,
but since taking Cardul, T am much
stronger, and I haven't missed a single meal. I hardly know how to express my gratitude." ' Don't ' worry
about your symptoms Cardui doesn't
treat them. What you need is
strength. Cardui helps you to get it.
Take Cardui, because other tonics
and medicines do not contain its peculiar and successful ingredients, imported especially for Its manufacture.
Remember the Name
Foley's Honey and Tar for all coughs Half a century of success, has stampand colds, for croup, bronchitis, ed Cardui with the seal of public aphoarseness and for racking la grippe proval. During this time, Cardui has
coughs. No opiates. Refuse substi-tueWhy not
O. G. Schaefer and Red Crosa benefited a million women
' i
yon? Try it, today.
Drug Co.
Memhls,
Looney, of

'

W'

$3.255.

1--

4.
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AIDS TO PRETTY HAIR DRESSMG '

NEEDLED

"

AND

PIN--

Darners, Croket Cotton, Embroidery
Cotton,
Tracing
Wheels, Thimbles, Scissors.
Hair Nets, Brushes, Combs,
Safety Pins, Hooks and Eyesr
Cube Ping, Chamois Skins,
Collar Stays, .Hair Pins, Side
Combs; Tootn Brushes, Crb t
chet Needles, Silk Seam Bind- -.
ing, Buttons, etc., etci .

,

,

No matter how generous nature .hasbeen,i.-yeuil.are-,A- ,
good dresser you'll want to aid her.
So many
little!
aids here, .every woman may look her best.. Letkindly
our skilled 'rr
sales ladies make suggestions.
, ; no .11
,

'

egl

"THE

STORE

E.LASVEGAS.

OF CLALITY

LACE
German and French
Vals, Imitati n
and
Real Linen Torchons,
Allovers with Baby Irish
and Oriental Effects.

EM&R.oIDEIUE.S
u

;j

l

j

n.m:

Swiss, Cambric.Nain-sook- ,
and Hamberg, All
overs, Bandifcgs.'Edges.
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The

Presctipiionlst

personals
Gerard, who resides on

hsia

was in the city

t;

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows 'how

'!

MANY TO ATTEND

.k. Mill

1

II III .11

lllllllllll.

I

IS
.'It,..;
s.nFor a$5.oo, Japan

VISIT THE CLIFF

I

...

today.

Frank Springer will leave tonight
OF NORMAL9x12 feet
for Chicago on an extended business
UJH A.,
:
1
y.
trip.
and whythe man - on
ir. .) ,.
,
Fletcher Hunt has returned from a PRESIDENT ROBERTS PREDICTS
whom everything depends.
visit to reiaUVesrahd "friends in InOur responsibility is never
ENROLLMENT OF 150 TO 20O
diana.
lost sight of for a moment
STUDENTS
in prescription filling.
JameTr Hughes,- - who resides on
Every
a ranch near Mineral Hill, is in
prescription
leaving our
Basing his estimate on the number
town.
store is faultless from
any
of inquiries he has received from prosDrstandpoint that you may
W. .T.
of the A'almora
students. Dr. Frank H. H.
take. You may feel safe
Industrial, sanltorium, was In town pective
Roberts, president of the Normal Uniand sure if we fill your
In Oriental and Floral Patterns,
today on a brief business visit.
versity, entertains the belief the sum150 Cotton Warp Chikugo
prescription
Straw,
Mrs. George"A. Cown of Los Ange- mer school session this
0
year will have
at THE ROSENTHAL.
les, Calif., lg here for an extended an enrollment of not less than 150. only
vlBit at the home of Mr. and
de places his figures at an extremely
WINTERS DRUG CO.
NoletteJ.fU
conservative estimate and Bays he
Mrs. Ciai-felast wou'd noJ be surprised should the enA. Spiess left
night for Chicago, where she will rollment mount to over 200. EnrollPhone Main 3
lSsg.lCHSM.la
spend
visiting friends ment in both regular and summer
are made of
and relatives. ...
terms will be greatly augmented since
the Best Spring - Steel,
Perfect in Construction,
Mr. and Mrs.: Waldorf of Chicago the school has adopted the policy of
Strictly
are here to visit their daughter, Miss granting degrees. Work in the sum
Absolutely Noiseless,
Clara Waldorf.,. who is at St. An- mer school will be credited to students
SWantort by the Manufactunrt
8old txBlutlmty by
seeking degrees.
thony's sanitarium.;
A
An Important branch 'of the Nor
W. D. Shea, traveling freight and
For Wood and Metal Beds.
Positively the Best Spring on
passenger agent for the Denver & mal's work Is seeing that the students
the Market, only at
Rio Grande Tailroad, is here from his are comfortably housed and are prowith
Las
vided
board.
good
Vegas
headquarters in Santa Fe.
never adopted the habit
Levi Yoder 6f' Arthur, HI., iss in the people have
of offering board and room to students
Mr.
city accompanied by hs son,
to any great extent, although In many
Yoder is the owner of 1,709 acres of
BEEF
land on the mesa and came here 'to school cities this creates a consider
able source of revenue. Tnere are Opposite Y. M. C. A., E. Las Vegas.
PORK
superintend affairs on the ranch. He
many families in the city who have
is a frequent visitor to Las Vegas.
MUTTON
spare rooms that they might rent to
F. B. White of El Paso, who has
students, whom they would find desir
been here a short time, went today
VEAL
able persons to have in the house as
to Watrous.
Mr. White represents
well as contributing to the family In
SEWER BOOSTERS;
CHICKENS
the Underwood Typewriter company. come. Dr. Roberts
says the average
While here ho consulted with John
HAMS AND
expense for board and room" for each
Rogers, the company's local agent.
student is about $20 a month. He DR. J. M. CUNNINGHAM.
BACON
E. B. Hockaday, supreme organizer would like to hear from
persons who
S. B. DAVIS, JR.
for the Independent Order of Beavers, will offer either rooms or board or
E. G. MURPHEY.
who is organizing a lodge of that or- both to students of the Normal.
A. M. ABLER.
der In Las Vegas, was called to Santa
Dr. Roberts is preparing the ma
JOHN. A. PAPEN
J. C. JOHNSEN.
Fe this afternoon on urgent business. terial for the 1911-1- 2 catalogue, Which
C- V. HEDGCOCK.
He will return to the city tomorrow. is to be printed in .the near future,
BEN LEWIS.
PHONE 144 AND 145.
Miss Helen, Kelly, daughter of Mr. The catalogue will contain the outlines
DR. H. W. HEYMANN.
and Mrs- - Harry W. Kelly, has gone of the new courses, which have been
DR. F. H. CRAIL.
to Trinidad, Colo., where she will visit adopted to place the Normal in com
W. J. FUGATE.
her brother, Dan Kelly, and friends, blete harmony with the requirements
R. F HAYS.
for a week or ten days. Miss Kelly of the territorial board of education
CHARLES GREEN CLAY.
will be a guest of Mrs. O. L. Davl
Catalogues of the school issued in
O. L. GREGORY.
while in Trinidad.
Rob
former years are desired by Dr.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND.
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Houser of Pe erts on account of their historical
F. O. BLOOD.
BASKETBALL GAME oria, Ills., are In the city on a visit. value. Many of these are missing. Dn. FRED WESTERMAN.
Mr. Houser is secretary and treasurer Roberts requests persons having old
SIMON BACHARACH.
or tne concern which manufactures catalogues to present them to the
ISAAC BACHARACH.
school.
Amole
soap from Mexican soap weed,
TONIGHT'S CONTEST AT ARMORY
HERMAN ILFELD.
Mr. and Mrs. Houser are accompan'
J. S. DUNCAN, SR.
BETWEEN NORMAL AND UNIied by . Frank R. Lee, Denver repre
M. N. CHAFIN.
VERSITY WILL BE FAST
x
TRY YOUR LUCK AND HELP OUT
sentative .of the company.
F. J, GEHRING. '
Hon. Charles A. Spiess left last
INVESTMEN AND AGENCY CORA GOOD CAUSE
will be
Championship basketball
night for Washington where he will
PORATION.
played tonight on the armory .jourt remain probably until the close of the
MUTUAL
IMPROVEMENT COM' Las Vegas, N. M., Feb. 1, 1311.
wi'i session of the present congress early
when the Normal" University
PANY.
measure strength for the second lime next month. Mr. Spiess hopes to be We, the undersigned hereby agree GEORGE A. FLEMING.
able to witness the approval by con- to pay to Margarito Romero, the sum
LUDWIG WILLIAM ILFELD.
this season with the fast aggregatl-jgress and the president of the consti-tutio- or amount set opposite our names re
GUS LEHMANN.
representing the University of Nev
for New Mexico during his vis spectively, 10 per cent upon the folHARRY W.1 KELLY.
Mexico. The University boys arrived it. As
of the constitutional lowing conditions, and for the followpresident
F. H. PIERCE.
'this afternoon. They are a hue-J- convention and one of the men who ing purposes,
FLECK ESTATE.
First: The amount of this sub
looking bunch. Their clothes' look as was in the forefront of the fight for
M. M. PADGETT.
though they conceal some strong and statehood for New Mexico.' Mr. Spiess scription to be used in developing the
'
H. C. SMITH.
aetive muscles and they have a way will prove an, efficient worker for im sixteen mining claims, not patented,
C. C. ROBBINS.
of talking that makes one think they mediate statehood. He will also visit situated in El Porvenlr Mining dis
CLARENCE EDEN.
must know all about basbelball.
New York before returning home.
trict, now, owned and being worked
CECTLIO ROSENWALD.
The Normal boys are. in good trim
by said Margarito Romero.
FRANK SPRINGER.
'
'
for the game. Coach Baker has put
Second: When a tunnel is run to
C. H. SPORLEDER.
Plum Butter.
them through their stunts regularly
Wash the plums well, drain and cook the main shaft now sunk on said
C. D. BOUCHER.
and they are putting up an exhibition without water, until soft; use an equal claims, and if the ores show paying
E. V. LONG.
'
of team work that can't be beat. Every amount of sugar to the amount of values, then the subscribers hereto
T. W. HAYWARD.
"
member of the team is able to shoot plum. Cook very slowly on the back and said Margarito Romero shall form
L K LEWIS.
of the stove until thick and rich.
baskets when he gets the opportunity. object to plum butter on account Many
a corporation for operation of said
W.G. HAYDON.
of
its
The forwards, Ellis and Koogler, were being too strong, but to remedy that claims, said Romero to convey all said
R. J. TAUPERT.
d
never In better form. That there will
HENRY G. COORS
apple sauce, which has been claims to said company, he to receive
be something doing in the way of fast put through a sieve, may be added to
f
the capital stock thereW. J. LUCAS.
s
plum, thus making the for, and the subscribers hereto to rebasketball is shown by the announce
JOHN S. CLARK.
go farther and also getting rid ceive
plums
that
they
ment of the Normal boys
M. GREENBERGER.
stock of said company at ten
Boil
taste.
the
of
that
till
plums
sharp
will even ud with the University
"
on
NAHM.
SIG
dollar
cents
of
its
the
(10)
par
In
water
with
a
crack
skins
the
spoonamount
the package that was handed them ful of soda, to remove the tang.
STERN.
JAKE
the
in
value, for
by each;
paid
in Albuquerque a few weeks ago.
DAN STERN.
balance of said stock to be used to
The Normal team will line up as
D. T. HOSKINS.
purchase equipment and operation of
Cfitftrtey Sauce.
said claims, perfecting the claims and
DR. C. S. LOSSY.
follows: Comstock, center; Ellis and
fine rule for chutney sauce:
is
Hers
a
Fredand
Gallegos
work
DR.
W. R. TIPTON.
and
Koogler, forwards;
development
obtaining
pat
Annie rhnnnaA
On " nniinri amir
r- rr - .r ents therefor.
r'
B. F. FORSYTHE.
ericks, guards.
pound
ground ginger,
main fine,
DR. W. P. MILLS.
As a curtain raiser to the
Third: A.t end of one year Margari
one pound raisins stoned and chopped,
Normal
:
of
the
teams
W. N. ROSENTHAL.
one-hal- f
event the girls'
ounce cayenne pepper, one to Romero agrees to pay to any 'subGEORGE H. HUNKER.
pound scriber herto who may be dissatisfied,
and High school will contest for the pound brown sugar,
W. J. BENJAMIN.
the amount paid in by
third time this season. Though they salt, four large onions chopped; mix one-hamoisten with vinegar and cook such subscribers.
FRED NOLETTE,
have lost both preceding game the well,
until like jam; after It is cooked
will
slowly
COLONEL R. E. TWITCHEL, said
case
That
Fourth:
in
Marga
High school lassies believe they
add jelly cat in Inch pieces, put into
this
score
the
of
behalf
E. W. HART.
annex the long
Is not necessary to keep air- rito Romero shall sell said claims
been jars. It
CHARLES TAMME.
fore the incorporation of said comevening. Several changes have
V ri
tight.
CHAS, ROSENTHAL..
made in their line up. This coupled
pany, then he agrees to pay to each
of
amount paid in
subscriber
the
thereto,
with constant practice and the best
A Dressmaking Hint
a great Imsum
If in need of trees or shrubbery see
coaching has worked
In stitching the work drops over the by each, and also an additional
team.
often is dragged into the equal to 25 per cent of the amount so W. F. Calhoun or call at Ii. G. Caland
provement in the
machine
at 8 wheel. A plain cretonne curtain, paid in by each.
houn's real estate office and leave
The fun will begin promptly
Shares Amount your order. 60S Douglas avenue.
o'clock at which time it is expected tacked just under the shelf or table
basket- of the machine, helps wonderfully with Gross Kelly & Co
5000
$500.00
the armory will be filled with
trouble. Tacks must not be left
this
2500
250.00
M.
Cunningham
Tony Faust Budwelser beer Is
ball bugs.
out to catch on the work.
1000
D. T. Hoskina
100.00 on tap at the Opera Bar and ' one
50.00 of the finest draft beers served over
500
Graaf & Hayward
50.00 any bar in the city.
500
Robt. J. Taupert
SanMnee" and 'Anchovy 8auoe.
' 600.00
G.
bread
W.
an
Med
of
with
..5000
Haydon
Spread slices
1000
100.00
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged
chovy pasts, lay a split sardine on E. G. Murphey
1000
each piece. Fill out the edge with H. C. Smith.
100.00 In the wood. Direct from distillery
or
Cream
little
a
Just add
chopped olives and pickles, sprinkle Chas. nfeld Co
1000
100.00 to you. At the Lobby, of course.
with lemen juice ana serve eiuer not
Milk, and
All those wishing to invest in th.
or cold.
above proposition will please call at
ts
Romero Mercantile Co's. store where
Coats of AH Length.
assays and samples of ore can? be
shown
fh
is
Considerable variety is
ready to, eat.
.
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
shorter seen, and get all other Information.
coU'
the new
"
sold under $10.00.
W.'weU'le."nPltatten-hu- t
No
stock
the
Read TbeBo
Furnished on All Kinds of
Estimates
i
greater
1 length itreceiving
S
is likely that the coats of
Very respectfully,
Building Job Work a Specialty
Reason
'There'
I'lh!LDd
Phone, Maia 33ft- n
Oppeeite Optio
appear

-

DWELLINGS

7:

,.--

MATTING

Mrs-Fre-

.

WE HAVE
NICE LINE OF
FRESH MEAT

THE

ROSENTHAL

'

i

000

BOY SCOUTS TO

-

--

(

one-thir-

()

one-hal-

two-third-

Santa

Fe,

Espanola, and the ancient cliff dwelling of Santa Fe county is being planned by George Fitzsimmons, secretary
of the Y. M. C. A. The trip will consume nearly a week and will be begun
Saturday March 4. Mr. Fitzsimmons
tvill take with him eight or nine picked memb rs of the Boy Scouts. The
party will be limited to ten.
The trip will be taken in a camp
at
wagon, the party pitching camp
night whenever it may chance to be.
Tents will be erected for sleeping and
meals will be cooked over a cheerful
camp fire. Mr. Fitzsimmons, while in
Y. M. C. A. work in New Jersey, conducted several similar expeditions and
is thoroughly familiar with every detail of camp life. He assures parents
there will be. not the slightest possibility of the boys coming to any harm
as he establishes strict rules which
keep the youngster under his personal
supervision all the lime.'
Mr. Fitizsimmons says there need
be no fear of exposure to the weather. He knows tricks about heating
tents that will keep them snug and
warm when the thermometer is standing at a much lower temperature than
it ever attains in New Mexico during
the month of March.
The trip will be one of much educational value to the boys. AH the
historic places in Santa Fe will be
visited and the boys will be taught the
significance of the buildings and ruin?
they see. They will get a good insight into Indian life near Espanola,
where Mr. Fitzsimmons is personally
acquainted with several prominent Indians, having visited them last summer. The ruins of the cliff dwellings
also will prove of great Interest.
The boys are enthusiastic about the
trip and many prospective members
of the party have secured the permission of their parents to go along. Sev
eral of the boys are hustlers and are
earning the money to make the trip.
Mr. Fitzsimmons has figured the cost
of the trip down to the pennies. It
will cost each boy about $12.50. The
boys to make the trip are all pupils
of the Normal, which is to have its
spring vacation at that time. No boy
will be allowed from the public schools
as Mr. Fitzaimmons does not wish to
Induce boys to neglect their lessons.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts will join the
party at Santa Fe and accompany it
to Espanola and the cliff dwellings.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleed-

raisers, I want you to see
Stallion "Iowa Bob" on Henrietta
ranch 4 2 miles eastf Las Vegas.
W. F. Calhoun, owner and keeper.
To horse

()

.

1--

When in need of an auctioneer see
W. F. Calhoun and get his prices. Sat-

isfaction guaranteed!

:
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.
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Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.

'

Anyone who will read each dav Thl ' OrH'
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the''
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.

'

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

lain 2

PDone
&
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SENATE CUTS DOWN FINE
Washington, Feb. 10. The senate
agreed with the house that wearers
of the service uniforms of the United States should be protected from
discrimination by managers of places
of entertainment. The senate, however, differs with the house as to the
punishment for such discrimination.
The house bill Imposed a fine of
$1,000 and a penalty of two years'
imprisonment, and the senate yesterday passed the bill, but so amended it as to make the fine $500 and
to remove the imprisonment' fee.
.

IT GROWS HAIR
HERE ARE FACT8 WE WANT YOU
TO PROVE AT OUR RISK
Marvelous as it may seem, Rexall
Hair Tonic has grown hair on
heads that were once bald. Of course,
in none of these cases were the hair
roots dead, nor had the scalp taken on
a glazed, shiny appearance.
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic acts scientifically, destroying the germs which
are usually responsible for baldness.
It penetrates to the roots of the hair,
stimulating and nourishing them. It
is a most pleasant toilet necessity, is
delicately perfumed, and will not gum
or permanently stain the hair.
We want you to get a bottle of Rexall "93" Hair Tonic and use it as directed. If it does not relieve scalp
irritation, Temove dandruff, prevent
the hair from falling out and promote
an increased growth of hair, and in
every way give entire satisfaction,
simply come back and tell us, and
without question or formality we will
hand bach to you every penny you
paid us for it. Two sizes, 50c and
Sold only at our store. The
$1.00.
Rexall Store. E. G. Murphey.
"93"

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar Best draught beer In the city, at
the Lobby, of course.
rels on the bar.

Cot Ready for

Good Old St.
Valentine
IF YOU HAVE SOME ONE IN
MIND THAT NOTHING IS TOO
GOOD FOR, WE HAVE IT IN

VALENTINES.
Comic Valentines, per doz..... 5c
Valentine Post Cards, per doz. 12c
25c, 15c, and 10o Valentines at. 5c
75c, and $1. Box Valentines at 25c
$1.00, $1.50 Box Valentines at. 50c

Hand Knitted Avla
In
tion Turbans.
red, navy, and com.
nation
colors at
$2.00 $1.50 and.

$122

Dec
Special Sale ofTis-

orated Crepe
sue Paper

For Lamp Shades, Flower Pots, Mantles, Jardinieries, Hanging Baskets,
decorating alt new, artistic designs.
Brilliant Colors, fine quality paper.
25c value Decorated Crepe Tis-

sue Paper
value American
Paper, per roll

10c

10c

Crepe
5c

IN ORDER TO GIVE YOU A
GOOD SELECTION OF COLORS,
COME AS EARLY AS YOU CAN.

5,
'

10
WELLS-FARG-

and 25c Store
OPPOSITE THE
O
CO. OFFICE

o

San MipelNational Bank

one-quart-

lf

li

Pilea in 6 to
50c.
refunded.
or
money
days
ing or Protruding

if

one-quart-

:I"iil

1

An overland journey to

to-wi-t:

,

Mm

TRIP OF INTENSE
iNTEREST PLANNED FOR
NEAR FUTURE -

AN OVERLAND

,

OmpHmlPmldln

$100,000.00

Las Vlgas

J.

M. CUNNINQHAM, President,
FRANK SPRINOER, Vic Prnldeot,
D. T. HOSKINS, Cuhler,
P. B. JANUARY, Asst. Cuhler.

Murpium

sa,ooo.oo

,

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
.

Frank

.

-

,

Before making an investment you should always
satisfy yourself that it's safe. Think of that first,
then of the. .probable rate of increase. If you're
careful and shrewd you'll put your money into a

jo)

Bank
Savings
For with an Institution like the Las Vegas

Revi3U;l:

-

Three Words
,

No Cooking
Grape-Nu-

.

Q

-- r tTlttgMjlV;f...-LriMIaVatt-

savings
bank it's absolutely removed from all risk. What's
more, it increases steadily and at the highest rate
consistent with secure investments.
Lastly, your
capital grows without exertion on your part.'

"

'

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

a

i
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and since then they have Increased
almost $500,000,000, and the net earnings for each mile have increased
more than 60 per cent Have the
freight charges decreased corresponde
ingly T Glance at that column of
revenue and you will see that the
rates have entirely ceased to decline
and that consequently the people. have
been denied for more than a decade
any share in the profits resulting from
the immensely greater volume of traffics and the rapidly increasing net
earnings of the railways. For 11
years the freight rates fell steadily,
and then all at once the decline was
checked and the railways began to
withhold from the public all the benefits resulting from their new prosperity and new methods, being enabled to
do this through the tremendous consolidations that largely destroyed competition. Half a billion dollars a year
increase in net earnings and freight
rates practically stationary that is
not a good argument for further increase In transportation charges by
the railways of the United States.
What is a reasonable rate of return
and what is the value of the property
entitled to such return are questions
upon which the railway magnates
must depend to prove. their
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IS CRISIS SERIOUS?

Optic

OOGS

III

HOSPITAL

ton-mil-

Railroad Companies Have Made

Increase in Earnings.

Big

Argument That Advanced Rates Are
Necessary for Continued Payment
of Dividends Is Disproved by
Figures From Reports.

c6lumn

Optic's Number, Main

Within the past ten years the cost
of labor and supplies has increased
so greatly and ao rapidly that the railways are facing a serious crisis. Unless they are permitted to raise freight
rates, they must cease to pay dividends and will be forced out of business.
Such is the burden of the arguments that the people of the United
States have heard and read frequently of late, and so often have the statements been repeated that the people
are beginning to wonder if they are
not in a measure true.
But there is another side to the
story, found in the reports of the railway companies themselves, and this
shows plainly that though the operating expenses have increased in bulk,
the earnings have made a still greater
Increase. Annual reports of their expenses and earnings are made by the
railway companies to the Interstate
commerce commission, and these, complete for the years from June 30,
1887, to June 30, 1907, and in part for
at hand.
1908, 1909 and 1910, are
From these reports the commission's
bureau of statistics has prepared the
following table:

2.

ATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Ne ad to occupy lets space than two
lines. All advertisements charged will
he booked at space actually set, with
aut regard to number of words. Cash
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.

Male and Female
Help Wanted
WANTED A man to work
Ackerman Dairy.

at the

Competen" woman
general housework. Apply
Eighth street, before noon.

.WANTED

GROSS EARNINGS FOR OPERATION.
The earnings of American railroads
from the organization of the interstate
1117 .commerce
commission down to the pres- ent time from June 30, 1887, to June 30,

for

;

1910.

1$

Wanted

i

?Si

a a

3

nr

U
g 9

For Sale

s

S. C. Buff
FOR HATCHING
Orpington and S. C. Brown Leghorn.
15 for $1.50. Remember I guarantee 75 per cent fertile. T. C. Llpsett,
1026 Fifth street

bUGS

House and lot, reasonable term3, also household furniture, horse and buggy. 1102 Lin-

FOR SALE

coln.

1.001

Lewis.

964,816,129

941

1,051,877,632
1,096,761,396
1,171,407.843
1,220,751,874
1,073.361,797
1,075,371,462
1,150,169,876
1,122,089,773
1,247,325,621
1,313,610,118
1,487,044,814
1,688,626,037
1.726,380,267
1,900,846,907
1,976,174,091
2,082,482,406
2,328,765,187
2,5S9,106,678i
2,421,642,004
2,443,812.282
2,779,246,876

896
898
878
860

839
806

798

1898

753

724

1906
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910

$ J10,621,220.

923

'1899
,1900
1901
1902
1903
11904

FOR SALE Single comb Rhode Island Red eggs $2.00 and $1.00 setting of 15. Phone Main 323. E. S.

xo

gs

WANTED Every lady and gentleman in Laa Vegas to try box ball.

1888
1889
1890
1891
.1892
;1893
1894
,1896
1896
1897

1

3

729
760
757

763
780
766

748
769

764
763

$315,626,664
320,109,428
369,783,661
364,873,602
390,409,347
392,830,576
341,947,475
849,651,047
877,180,332
869,566,009
429,352,346
456,641,119
526,616,303
658,128,767
610,131,520
643,308,056
636.277,838
691,880,254
788,887,896
840,689,764
734,397,029
827,814,999
938,121,107

$2,307
2.087
2,300
2,262
2,404
2,814
1,946
1,967
2.072
2,016
2,325
2,435
2,729
2,854
8,048
3,133
2,998
8.189
8.648
3,691
3,218
3,653
8,968

Compiled from reports on the statistics
of railways in the United States, and
Legal blanks of all de- bulletins of revenues and expenses of
In the United States, prescriptions. Notary Beals and reo steam roads
pared by the bureau of statistics and acords at The Optio office.
counts of the Interstate commerce com-

FOR SALE

Statistics for 1910 are advance
subject to minor revisions. The
item left blank cannot be obtained as
yet. The above figures represent suball the mileage In the United
FOR RENT Five room house. 920 stantially
States. The item "Net Earnings," used
above, refers to the earnings from operaGallinas avenue.
tion of all the railroads In the United
States after subtracting all operating ex
FOR RENT Furnished
rooms for penses, which Include: 1) the cost of
transportation and traffic expenses; (2)
light housekeeping. 721 Fourth St. the cost of maintenance of equipment;
(3) the cost of maintenance of way and
and (4) general expenses.
FOR RENT Nice front room, modern structures;
The statistics given for 1908, 1909 and
1910
are not complied entirely according
house. 1034 Eighth street
to the rules of prior years because of
changes In the rules of the commission
FOR RENT The box ball alleys for taking effect during the fiscal year 1908;
but the final results in the foregoing
bowling parties.
table are close enough to Justify the comparison given above for the purpose
mission.

For Rent

flgrures

.

Lost
LOST Check not Indorsed and bank
book Issued to S. L Tiffany on San
Miguel National Bank. Lost be- -

tween power house and Prince
street Finder return to Las Vegas
Light and Power Co. office and re
ceive reward.
LOST Near the Sanatorium,' on the
Mora road, pair of rimless
eye

glasses. Finder notify Santa
hospital and receive reward.

Fe

La Grippe Coughs

Strain and weaken the system and

if not checked may develop Into pneu
monia. No danger of this when Fol
ey's Honey and Tar is taken promptly,
It i3 a reliable family medicine for all
cnuKha and colds, and acts quickly and
effectively In cases of croup. Refuse
subsititues. O. a. scnaerer ana itea
Cross Drug Co.

stated.
Study of this table reveals two im
portant facts. One is that in the last
ten years changes amounting to a
revolution have occurred in the busi
ness of operating railroads, these being brought about by greater trafllc,
Improved methods, larger and better
cars and locomotives and more stable
roadbeds. The last column of the
table shows that the average net earnings for each mile of railway in the
United States Increased about 70 per
cent, between 1898 and 1910, while
between 1888 and 1898 the increase of
such net earnings was almost negligible only eight-tenth- s
of one per cent,
for each mile of road. Thus in a
decade the development of methods
of operation was marvelous.
In the column showing the average
revenue for each ton hauled one mile
is revealed the second
great economic fact, namely, that the com
panies In the years of their greatest
earnings have been able to prevent
further reductions in freight rates.
Assuming that the character of com
modities hauled has not changed substantially, the statements of reve
e
nue for each
is a fair index
as to the average rates charged,
though the variation In long and short
hauls would make It not exactly ac
curate.
The 23 years covered in the table
divide themselves into two periods
the first being the 11 years from 1888
to 1898, and the second the 12 years
from 1899 to 1910 inclusive. The first
period is that in which competition
caused a reasonable distribution
among the shippers and consumers of
the country of the profits resulting
from the development of the railroad
industry- - For while during that period
the annual net earnings of the rail
ways Increased about $100,000,000,
there was a decline of about 25 per
cent, in freight rates. This was in
line with what is expected and what
'
generally has resulted from great
strides in industrial progress. But
with 1899 came a great change. In
that year the annual net earnings of
the railways began to increase rapid

EMPIRE

HOBBLE

IS NEWEST

New York Man' Milliner Brings News
From Europe "Rat" and "Puff
Are Doomed.

The "rat" Is doomed.
So has the puff. The
empire gown is back, but it is an em
New York.
gone.

It has

pire with a hobble.
These tidings come from a Fifth
avenue milliner who arrives from the
other side at about this time every
year with observations on women's
fashions culled from all ' the high
places which he has hit on a winter's
trip to Europe. In newspaper language, the milliner "covered" Monte
Carlo a few weeks ago, and there he
got this story.
"There was recently opened a new
section of the gambling establishment
at Monte Carlo," Bald Mr. Kurzman
to marine reporters who met him at
the gang plank of La Provence. "It
is called 'le Circle Privee.' Admission
is limited to the most aristocratic
families of Europe and a few Ameri
cans.
"All the Riviera notables were
there and it was an excellent opportunity to study the ideas of dress
which the leaders of European society have adopted. The gowns were
universally of empire pattern. One
and all might well have been modeled
on the gown of Mme. Recamler in the
famous paintings in the Louvre.
"The waist is high, which means
that an entirely new style of corset
must be worn. The skirt is tight,
still suggesting the hobble skirt in its
later forms. The color was almost
unanimously and monotonously em
pire green, or, if you like, 'vert em
pire.' The whole assembly was like
a picture out of old Versailles. O, 1
forgot; there are no trains and the
skirts are short"
FIND

NEW

BIRD

IN

IRELAND

Naturalist Discovers Species of Coal
Tit Which Is Given Name of
Parus Hibernlcus.
Dublin. Mr. Collingwood, a well- known naturalist, has discovered in
the pine woods of County Siigo, Ireland, an entirely new Indigenous bird
to be added to the list of British birds.
Such an event has not occurred for
nearly fifty years.
The new bird is allied to the coal- tit (Parus ater), which, although it is
distributed throughout the world in
varied forms, in no Instance has a
distinctive variation so pronounced as
in the new species, in which the parts
of the plumage that in all other coal- tits are pure white assume a clear
sulphurous yellow hue. These parts
are the cheeks and a spot on the
back of the neck.
Louis Wain, who has given particu
lars of the new bird on the authority
of Sir William Ingram, states that the
bird's variation of color is in no way
an abnormality confined to one indi
vidual, as Mr. Ingram found all the
coal-tit- s
of the district characterized
in the same manner. A specimen has
been examined by the Natural His
tory museum authorities, who bave
given the bird its specific name of
Parus HIbernicus (Irish tit). Mr.
Ingram, who is a member of the British Ornithological union, has already
discovered several new species of
birds in other parts of the world.
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matter what
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WANTS

Latter Better Off, 8ays Miss Long
shore of Philadelphia 8orry
' She Is
Single.
Philadelphia. Miss Katherine Longshore, president of the Penn State
Teachers' league, addressing a meet
ing of the State Educational alliance,
advised school teachers to become
shop girls, should they wish to make
a more comfortable living. She held
that school teachers were underpaid,
and as an example, declared that the
incomes of many shop girls were
much larger than those of teachers.
She also suggested that young worn
en who had studied long and hard
with an idea of teaching, should think
twice before they rejected a marriage
proposal.

"I had the choice of marrying or
adopting the profession of teaching,"
observed Miss Longshore, "and
elected to teach. Now I am sorry that
I decided to teach."
.

Chocolates and Turkey Causa
Downfall of Canines.
Animals Eat Too Much and as Result
Are Taken to Establishment In
London Where They Are
Cured by Starving.

INCORPORATE every desired feature of all other
typewriting machines into one and compare it,
feature with feature, working part with working
v

part, with the

-

UNDERWOOD

London. No fewer than four dogs
and one cat were admitted to the animals' hospital, Kingsbrldge, the other
day, Buffering from overeating.
v
How many miserable little canine
and feline victims of human "generosity" are being treated at home will
never be known, but they probably
run Into hundreds. For those who
know such a victim It may be said
here and now (on the authority of the
secretary of the hospital) that the one
and only remedy is starvation; punctuated by liver pills. '
and
A tour was made of the wards of
UNDERWOOD
the hospital, and miserable Indeed
were the victims of gastronomic indisbest machine :one
cretions. There was Jack, for instance, an immature Scotch terrier.
of work, doing more
He is sorrier for himself than he ever
before thought he could be. The darkand
work per given effort,
is
est corner of his bed is quite gay
enough for him.
He has a head, a temperature, a
pain in his mind, and another beneath
his pinny. "Chicken and turkey were
the cause of his downfall," the secre
tary of the hospital said. "All he
thinks he wants is sympathy; and all
we know he wants are nothing to eat
and liver pills."
Another lamenting animal is Chap
fox terpie. He is a
rier, and his outlook on life had suddenly grown wistful. First he had
absolutely as much as he could gobble
up, and then he had sensations that
were positively horrid.
He has learnt that having a thor
oughly good time is one thing paying
for It decidedly another. He, too, is
subsisting principally upon liver pills
now, and he knows how very limp a
little dog can feel, "youthful indis
cretion, gastritis, pills and woe," is
the way to sum up his recent history,
said the secretary.
There is another patient suffering
from youthful Indiscretion, but of another' sort It is a small black kitten,
who shares a cage with a spotless
white cat who will, in spite of re
buffs, wash him. Kitten, who is four
weeks old, has an obcession, and that
INCORPORATED
is that he not only can, but must, beat
any dog, whatever its size, to a "frazzle." The last dog Kitten practiced
upon bit his left ear off, and now the
tender aged belligerent
impresses
upon every one how awfully sorry he
really and truly is Kitten is nearly
well.
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
Scottie is a roly-pol- y
THE LOBBY
dog who be
(Not Coal Land)
longed to some ladles of the ballet,
the Interior, U. S.
of
Department
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
and they introduced him to restaurant
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.
life. He is thinning down, and when Land
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
1911.
11.
he attains normal dimensions he is
Notice is hereby given that Cheniah
going Into the country, far from the
lights of Piccadilly, to live the frugal F. Jester ,of Cherry vale, N. M., who,
life. Antlfat is all he feels the need on February 19, 1909, made Home
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
of now.
stead Entry Serial No. 08854, for NW
A less disreputable band are the 4
section 22, Township 17 North,
dogs and cats staying at the animals'
21 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & A. M
Thursday, sleep at the eighth run.
hospital because the people they own Range
Regular communiVisiting brothers always welcome
are out of London. There are two filed notice of intention to make final
to the wigwam. E. E. Gearing,
cation first and
collies and a fox terrier in this class commutation proof, to establish claim
and they are all sad. They are so sad to the land above described, before
sachem; Waite H. Davis, chief of
third Thursday 14
that they would not eat a consolatory Robt. L M. Ross, U. S. Court Comrecords and collector of wampum.
each month. Visitpiece of milk chocolate.
Las Vegas, N. M., on the
at
cor
missioner,
F. o. E. Meets first and third Tuesday
ing brothers
Tommy Ginger, a sandy cat, who 8th
day of March, 1911.
dially invited. William H. Stapp, W.
evenings each month, at Fraternal
belongs to a hundred workmen, is
Claimant names at witnesses:
Brotherhood hall. Visiting Brothers
M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
also a lodger for the same reason. T.
William Smith, of East Las Vegas,
are cordially invited. B. F. McGulre,
Ginger has learned to love everybody
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
except other tomcats and there N. M.; John W. Grimes, of Cherry-valPresident; E. C. Ward, Secretary.
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
are plenty of people to love at the
N. M.; Bartholomew, B. Schwei-ger- ,
J.
E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 545,
Regular conclri second
hospital.
of Cherryvale, N. M.. and Herbert V
I.
O. B. B Meets every first Tuesat
In
each
month
Years ago he was doomed to the
Tuesday
of Gonzales, N. M.
lethal chamber because nobody loved Smith,
Masonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. CD.
of the month in the vestry
day
MANUEL R. OTERO.
him, but the workmen saved him and.
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
S. C; Charles Tamme,
Boucher,
15
Register. Kecorder. though a workshop was the only home Feb
o'clock, p. ni. Visiting brothers are
they could give him it is, of course,
cordially , inlvted. Isaac
Appel,
ROYAL
NO.
un3,
shut for the holidays he is not
Backache, Rheumatism, Sleeplessness LAS VEGA8 CHAPTER
President; ,Chas. Greenclay, SecARCH MASONS Regular convoca
grateful, in a stately way.
Result from disordered kidneys. Fol
A subscriber to the hospital sent a ey Kidney Pills have helped others',
retary.
tion first Monday in each
dinner to the animals. It included they will help you. Mrs. J. B. Miller,
month at Masonic Temple, KNIGhTS OF COLUMBUS,
CqUNCIL
pheasant, turkey, fish and roast beef. Syracuse, N. Y., says: "For a long
at 7:30 p. m. J. A. Rut-- NO. 804 Meets second and
fourth
It aws appreciated and all the more so time I suffered with kidney trouble
H.
P.:
Chas.
H.
ledge,
Thursday in O. R, C. hall. Pioneer
since each guest finished feeling he and rheumatism. I had severe backaches and felt all played out. After
Sporleder, Secretary.
building. Visiting members are correally could take another slice.
taking two bottlea of Foley Kidney
dially Invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
LODGE
NO.
DORADO
1,
Pills my backache is gone and where EL
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
PYTHIAS
OF
Meets
KNIGHT8
I
to
used
lie
with
awake
rheumatic
CANNOT REFILL MILK CANS
now
in
comfort.
I
evenI. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. 1
sleep
pains
Foley
every Monday
Kidney Pills did wonderful things for
Meets every Monday evening at
ing in Castle Hall.
Turkey Has Receptacle to Thwart me." Try them now. O. G. Schaefer
are
hail on Sixth street. All visittheir
Knights
Visiting
Dishonest Peddlers Officially
and Red Cross Drug Co.
Sealed by Inspectors.
cordially invited.
ing Brethren cordially invited to atCharles E.,
tend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A, T.
Washington From benighted Tur
Chancellor
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secre-tarTIME
LOCAL
CARD
key comes news through the state de
W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
Commander; Harry
of
an
invention
calculated
partment
Martin, Keeper of
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
to make the dishonest milkmen of all
WEST BOUND
Records and Seal.
the world quake in their boots. The
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
Arrive
invention consists of a can fitted with
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
1:60 P. M. BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
valves which permit a liquid to be No. 1
Meets
the second and, fourth TuesUNION
S
M.
out
OF
AMERICA
but not in. There is an No.
.'.
6:15 A.
Meet first
poured
days of each, month in the W. O. W.
and third Wednesdays of each
opening, of course, by which the can No. 7
5:15 P. M.
hall at 8 p. m. Christopher Clay,
is filled, but as soon as this is done No. 0
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
6:35 P. M.
and scientific inspectors have tested
haU. A. E. Hayward. F. M.; W. A.
Worthy Advisor; Geo. Laemmle,
the contents and pronounced them unClerk. Visiting neighbors are corGivens, Secretary, visiting memadulterated and unwatered milk, the
Depart
bers
Invited.
dially
Invited.
cordially
sealed. After No. 1
opening is officially
2:10 P. M.
that the milk is ready to be sent to No. 3
B.
P. O. ELKS Meets second and
6:20 A. M.
DENTISTS.
the consumer. The sanitary Inspea No. 7
fourth Tuesday evening of each
M.
P.
5:40
F. R. LORD
tor of Saloniki, Turkey, is so taken
month at O. R. C. halL
7:00 P. M.
Visiting
DENTIST
with the device that he has ordered No. 9
Brothers are cordially invited. J. K.
Office Pioneer Building
all the milk dealers of that city to
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Oon-doRooms 8 and 4
,
supply themselves with the new can,
EAST BOUND
Secretary.
and as soon as this can be dpne he
Office Phone Main 57
Arrive
will permit milk to be sold from no
Residence Phone 418
9:10 P. M. FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
No. 3
NO
other container.
'
11:25 P. M.
No. 4
102 Meets every Monday
DR.
E. L. HAMMOND
night at
.. 1:15 A. M. their hall In the Schmidt build lag
DENTIST
Np. 8
d
Prison Cells.
1:45 P. M.
No 10
vest of Fountain Square, .at eighi Suite 4, Crockett Building.
Has
Paris. The public accounts cono'olock.
phones at office and residence.
Visiting members are cor
taining the vote for prisons show that
dlally welcome. Fred Philips, presiDepart
In the new Jail to be built at Toulon
ATTORNEYS
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C.
9:15 P. M.
each cell will cost $1,000. There seems No- - 2
Oao. H. Hunker
Chester &. Hunks?
11:30 P. M.
little doubt that the inmates will have No. 4
Baily, Treasurer.
HUNKER A HUNKER
peace and comfort, but liberty will be No. 8
1:25 A. M RED MEN Meet In Fraternal
Brothdenied them.
Attorneys at Law
8:10 P. M.
No. 10
erhood hall every second and fourth La Vegas.
New Mexlc,
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MAKING OF A TRAITOR
.

... Arnold
or ueneaict
always ha. been a popular
yu
phase of American htatory. Hl8 attempt to deliver West Point to
the British has been set forth as an
ein-- and
of
unpardonable
course it was.
However. Arnold always has been painted as a man
who turned traitorfor the pure love of
it But John Flske, in "The
American Revolution.- - while not
seeking to excuse Arnold's 'actions,
tells some things which may have been a cause of the
treachery.
Arnold- had made an excellent record as
an army officer. He had
done good work and had, the confidence of General
Washington. Then
politicians, by their nagging and attempts to harass the man turned
his heart against his country, and the result was the
plot which ended in Major Andre's death and Arnold s
The
disgrace.
appended extracts are from Flake's "The American Revolution.")
TV-
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THE

BENEDICT ARNOLD'S

CASE HAD AN ELEMENT OF PATOS

LAS VEGAS

OPTIC
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To understand the proximate caus- having made
purchases for his priv
es of Arnold's treason we must start ate benefit at a time when by his own
with the summer of 1778, when Phila- order all shops were shut. Not only
delphia was evacuated by the British. were these charges laid before conThen, as General Arnold was incapa- gress, but copies we.re sent to the
citated for actual service by the governors of the states, accompanied
wound he had received at Saratoga, by a clrcula letter from President
Washington placed him in command Reed requesting the governor to comof Philadelphia. This step brought municate them to their
respective
Arnold into direct contact with con- legislatures. Arnold was enraged at
gress, toward which he bore a fierce such an elaborate attempt to poison
grudge for the slights It had put upon the public mind against him, but
Shim; and, moreover, the command his first concern was for ihe possible
was in itself a difficult one. The au- effect it would have upon Miss Ship-peHe instantly returned to Philathority vested in the commandant
was not clearly demarcated from that delphia and demanded an investigawhich belonged to the state govern tion. The charges were investigated
ment, so that occasions for dispute by a committee of congress, and about
were sure to be forthcoming.
the middle o March this committee
The general accordingly was soon at brought in a report stattng that all
loggerheads with the state govern accusations were groundless and recment, and lost much, of his personal ommending an unqualified verdict of
Stories were whispered acquittal. Arnold considering himself
popularity.
to his discredit. It was charged vindicated, resigned his command.
But Reed now represented to con
against Arnold that the extravagance
of his style of living was an offense gress that further testimony was
against republican simplicity, and a forthcoming, and urged that the case
scandal in view of the distressed con be reconsidered. Accordingly, instead
ditions of the country; that, in order of acting upon the report of its com
to meet his heavy expenses, he resort mittee, congress referred the matter
committee of
joint
ed to peculation and extortion; and anew to a
and
and coun
the
congress
assembly
that he showed too much favor to the
cil of Pennsylvania. This joint com
Tories.
The charge of favoring the Tories mittee shirked the matter by recommay find its explanation In a circum mending that the matter be referred
l,
and this recommenstance which possibly throws a side- to a
was
dation
by congress on
adopted
light upon his lavish use of money.
Miss Margaret Shippen, daughter of the 3d of April. The vials of Ar
a man of moderate Tory sympathies, nold's wrath were now full to overwas one of the most beautiful women flowing; but he had no cause to com
In America. In the autumn of 1778 plain of Miss Shippen, for their marArnold was bethrothed to Miss Ship-pe- riage took place in less than a week
and thus entered in close rela after this action of congress.
Up to this time Arnold's anger had
tions with a prominent Tory family.
been chiefly directed toward the aun
As Arno.ld stopped for a day at
to visit Washington, a letter thorities in Pennsylvania; but when
refused to act upon the reovertook him, with 'the information f ongress
of
Its
committee exonerating him
port
that w Boon a 1! ttck as turnefl
from
he became incensed
blame,
been
he
had
publicupon Philadelphia
the
whole
against
party, which, as he
ly attacked by President Reed and the
so
his services.
ill
had
said,
requited
were
council. Formal charges
brought
It is supposed to have been about this
of
improphaving
first,
him;
against
time, in April, 1779, that he wrote a
erly granted a pass for a ship to come
in disguisto port; second, of having once used letter to Sir Henry Clinton,
ed handwriting and under the signasome public wagons for the
of "Gustavus," describing himself
tation of private property; th'rd, of ture
as
an
American officer of high rank,
having usurped the privilege of the
who,
disgust at the French althrough
council In allowing persons to enter the
recent proceedings
liance
"other
and
enemy's l'nes; fourth, of having Ilof
might
congress,"
perhaps be perlegally brought a lawsuit over a prize
to go over to the British, prosuaded
mevessel; filth, of having imposed
vided he could be indemnified for any
nial offices upon the sons of freemen
losses
he might incur for so doing.
Berving in the militia, and sixth, of
met and
At last the
after six weeks, January 26, 1780, the
verdict was given, and in substance it
agreed exactly with that of the com
mittee of congress ten months before.'
It was too late, however. The damage was done. Arnold had long felt
persecuted and insulted. He had dallied with temptation and the poison
was now working in his veins. His
sense of public duty was distorted by
the keener sense of his private injuries.
To play his new part properly he
must obtain an important command
which suggested itself
and the
Before taking Lydia E.Pinkham's was Westplace
Point. Sinoe Burgoyne's
overthrow, Washington had builf a
Vegetable Compound,
of strong fortresses there, for
cannot
"I
Mass.
express chain
Natick,
what I went through during the change he did not intend that the possession
1
ioi me oeiore i ineu of the Hudson river should ever again
E. Pinkham's
Lydia
Vec-etablCom be put in question, so far as fortificapound. I was in such tions could go. Could this prize be
a nervous condition delivered up to Clinton, "it' would be
1 could not keep
tenfold the recent triumphs at Charlesstill.
My limbs
were cold, I had ton and Camden. It would be' giving
creepy sensations, the British what Burgoyne had tried
land 1 could not sleep in
vain to get; and now it was the
nitrhts. Iwasfinallv
told by tvo- phys- - hero of Saratoga who plotted to undo
that I also his own good work at the dictates of
jicians
Jlhnrl
a tnmnr. T read
ambition and unhallowed
one day of the wonderful cures made perverted
by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable revenge.
To get possession ot this stronghold,
Compound and decided to try it,
and it has made me a well woman. it was necessary to take advantage of
My neighbors and friends declare it the confidence with which his
great
had worked a miracle for me. Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is commander had always honored him.
women
worth its weight in gold for
From Washington, In July, 1780, Arduring this period of life. If it will nold sought the command 'of West
help others you may publish my
letter." Mrs. Natiian' B. Greaton, Point, alleging that his wounded leg
61 N. Main Street, Natick, Mass.
still kept him unfit for service in the
The Change o Life is the most criti- field; and Washington
immediately
cal period of a woman's existence.
him in charge of this important
put
remember
should
Women everywhere
that there is no other remedy known post.
to medicine that will so successfully
September 18,' Washington, accomthis trying
carry women through
panied by Lafayette and Hamilton, set
period as Lydia E. linkham's Vege- out for Hartford, for an Interview
table Compound.
like special advice with Rochambeau; and advantage was
If you would
case
write a confiden- taken of his absence to arrange a
about your
Pinkham, at meeting between the plotters. Two
tial letter to Mrs. advice
is free,
Lynn, Mass. Her days later Andre was taken up the
court-martia-

Mor-ristow-

court-marti-

WHAT

I WENT

THROUGH

,

ft

1

and always helpful.

-

river on Ihe Vulture, sloop of war, and
IS
the next night Arnold sent out a boat
ID YOU EVER stop to think that every family
which brought him ashore about four
miles below Stony Point There in a
should have The Optic as part of its equipthicket of fir trees, the scheme was
matured; but aa dawn came on before
ment.
,
A
all the details had been arranged, the
boatmen became alarmed, and refused
The father wants news while it is fresh, he wants to
to take Andre back- to the ship, and
was
he
accordingly persuaded, though
be posted on what is happening so thatjliemay be able
against his will, to accompany Arnold
to discuss intelligently with his business acquaintances the"timely events of
within the American lines. It was believed that they might spend the day
the day.
'.
,
discussing their enterprise, and when
in
it should have grown dark Andre
Mother wants to find out what bargains are for sale at the big stores; she also
could be rowed back to the Vulture.
likes to have the paper to look at in her spare time during the evening.
But now an unforeseen accident occomcurred. Colonel
Livingstone,
THE OPTIC fills the bill in every respect and will make itself invaluable to
manding the works on the opposite
side of the river, was provoked by the
7
every member of your family.
sight of a British ship standing near,
and he opened such a fire upon the
Send in your subscription today and find out what is going on in Las Vegas,
Vulture that she was obliged to withdraw from the scene.
New Mexico and the world at large.
Meanwhile, Andre left to himself,
struck into the road which led through
Tarrytown. About 9 o'clock as he
was approaching a creek above Tarry-town- ,
a short distance from Sleepy
Hollow, he was confronted by three of
this party, who sprang from behind
Please Fill Out and.Fonvard This Blank
the bushes and ordered him to halt.
One of these men happened to have
on the coat of a .Hessian sold'er. Held
by the belief that they must be "CowSend to my address until I order it discontinued THE
boys," or members of what was someDAILY OPTIC.
times termed the "lower party," Andre
expressed a hope that such was the
BY
Name.
case; and being assured that it was
so his caution deserted him, and with
that sudden sense of relief which ifi
Address .
apt to come after an unwonted and
prolonged constraint, he avowed him
self a British officer, traveling on
mi
business of great importance. To his
dismay he learned his mistake. John
Paulding, the man in the Hessian
coat informed him that they were
quitted in the morning,' the traitor's
Molasies Muffins.
Americans, and ordered him to dis- letter from the Vulture was handed
Quarter
cupful of molasses, three
mount. When he showed them Ar
him. "Go to Mrs. Arnold," said he heaping teaspoonfuls of baking pownold's pass they disregarded it, and
teaspoonful of salt,
v
to one of the officers, "and teB. der,
insisted upon searching him, until quietly
f
a cupful
eggs,'
no three
her
that
.though
my
requires
duty
one cupful of flour
presently the six papers were discov means shall be neglected to arrest of milk,
s
and
cupful of rye meal.
ered.
Genera" Arnold, I have great pleasure Mix and sift
ingredients and redry
exclaimed
a
he
is
God,
spy,"
By
in acquainting' her that he is how safe maining ingredients; beat well Drop
Paulding, as he looked over the pa on board a British vessel."
from a spoon into smoking hot fat to
pers.
In London in a golden color. Drain and serve.
sad
In
the
last
days
Threats and promisps were of no
1801, the family tradition says
The young, men took their June,
avail.
that Arno'd's mind kept reverting to
Raisin Fudge.
prisoner twelve miles up the river and his
G. H, Mamma & Co.
3 Star Hennessy
with Washington. He . Three cups brown sugar,
s
friendship
delivered him to Colonel John JamePommery
Brandy
the Americup milk,
cup coGreatWeste
17 Different Brands
To the honest Jameson it seem always carefully preserved
Peach Brandy
which he wore on the day coa. Stir constantly till it will form m
can
uniform
Santerners'
ed that this must be some ruse of the
of Bourbon and
Virginia Dare
when he made his escape to the Vul a soft ball when dropped in cold waApple
Brandy
in
the
Claret
enemy for stirring up suspicion
as broken in spirit and ter. Add a tiny bit of butter, one-hanow
and
we
ture,
so
have
Eye,
Deidesheimer
d
teaspoon vanilla and
camp something at any rate, which
Apricot Brandy
' Laubenheimer
of life, he felt the last moments
5 Stars
cup of raisins, seeded and torn in two.
brand.
could not too quickly be brought to weary
your
Niersteiner
he called for his uniform and
his general's notice. Andre In charge coming,
Imrsteiner
California Brandy
decorated himself with
and
it
on,
put
of a military guard, was Bent toward
To Revive Serge.
the epaulettes and sword knot which
Imported Port and Sherry also White Port Wine.
West Point. When Major Benjamin
If a serge suit becomes a little
him after the
had
given
Washington
Tallmadge came in from some errand
sponging it with warm
at Saratoga. "Let me die," he shiny, trydiluted
with water, if the
on which he had been engaged, he sus victory
vinegar,
said, "in this old uniform in which I vinegar is very strong. This is not a
with-Ar- pected that all was not right
God
battles. May
forgive permanent relief, but certainly will Imnold and Insisted that Andre and the fought my
men for ever putting on any other."
prove the apeparance of the garment
hurried
a
After
recalled.
letter be
for a time.
of
one
of
we
As
reach
the
end
thus
discussion Jameson sent out a party
C. T. FARLEY,
American
in
his
saddest
the
episodes
he
which brought Andre back; but
cannot
for
the
fail
our
sympathy
still believed it his duty to inform Ar- tory,
moment to go out toward the sufferer
nold, and so the letter which saved
nor can we help contrasting these pas- EASY AND
the traitor's life was allowed to proQUICKEST WAY TO 83
S3
sionate dying words with the last
ceed on its way.
BREAK UP A COLD
scoff of that other traitor,
As they sat at a table, a courier en cynical
Charles Lee, when he begged that he
in
a
Arnold
letter
If you want instant relief from cold
tered, and handed
not be buried within a mile of
which Colonel Jameson informed him might
in
head or chest, or from acute ca:
did
not wish to keep
church, as he
that one John Anderson had been tak- any
tarrh,
try this:
bad company after death. From begin
en. With astonishing presence of mind,
Into
a bowl of boiling hot water
to end the story of Lee is little
a teaspoonful of HYOMEI, (prohe folded the letter and put it in ning
pour
a
but
more
than
vulgar melodrama,
)
nounce it
his pocket; finished the remark which
hold your head
into the story of Arnold there ehters
bowl and cover head and
over
had been on his lips when the courier
the
that element of awe and pity which,
bowl with towel.' Then breathe the
entered, and then, rising, said he was as Aristotle
pointed out, is an essenfrom
vathe
across
river
suddenly called
tial real tragedy. That Arnold had pleasant, penetrating, antiseptic
over
West Point, but would return to meet
the
into
the
store,
lungs,
been shabbily treated long before any por deep
and most
Washington without delay. None of
of treason entered his mind raw, tender membrane,
thought
the officers observed anything unusual is not to be denied.
relief will come in a few
gratifying
'
That he may
in his manner but the quick eye of
have come to consider the minutes.
honestly
bothis wife detected something wrong,
(
Druggists everywhere will sell a
American cause hopeless, that he may
of HYOMEI for 50 cents. Ask for
and as he left the room she excused
tle
lost
his
in
have
interest
its be
Inhalent.
herself and hurried after him. He reajly
cause of the French alliance, all this extra bottle Hyomei
man
and
a
ruined
was
he
told her'that
stubborn. There is not a
Don't
he
is quite possible.
must fly for his life; and as she
particle of morphine, cocaine or any
he
his
arms,
screamed and fainted in
injurious or habit forming drug in
' Apple Pancake.
laid her on the bed, called in a maid
MYOMEI.
One cup flour, two teaspoons baking
to attend her, stooped to kiss his baby
Give it a trial at E. G. Murphey's
teaspoon salt, two risk, he guarantees it. It is made ol
boy, who was sleeping in the cradle, powder,
1V6 cups finely chopped apples,
rushed down the yard, leaped on a eggs, to make
a thin batter. Serve eucalyptua and other grana antisepmilk
horse that was standing there, and with powdered sugar.'
tics. Jt will chase away the misery
of catarrh Or any affliction of the nose
galloped down a bypath to his barge.
It has occurred to hia quick mind that
and throat in a few minutes.
the Vulture would still be waiting for You are probably aware that pneuYou can get a trial sample free by
Andre some miles down stream, and monia always results from a cold, but writing Booth's Hyomei Co., Buffalo,
never heard of a cold resulting in
he told the oarsmen to row him thith- you
when Chamberlain's Cough N. T.
pneumonia
er. A brisk row. of eighteen miles Remedy was U3ed. Why take the
brought him to the Vulture. From the risk vwheri this remedy may be had
cabin of the Vulture Arnold sent a let- for a trifle? For sale by all druggists.
ter to Washington, assuring him of
Mrs. Arnold's innocence and begging
When her child is in danger a wothat she might be allowed to return man will risk her life to protect It.
to her family In- Philadelphia, or come No great act of heroism or risk of life
to protect a child from
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
to her husband as she might choose. is necessary
Give
Refuse substitutes.
Chamberlain's
croup.
Cough
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor.
As Washington was taking supper in Remedy and all danger is avoided.
FOR 8ALE BY O. G. SCHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG CO.
the room which Arnold had so hastily For sale by all druggists.
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For the Special
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Trade
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Brandies Whiskeys Wines
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Prop.

Prompt

Sehie
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Order from Optic Publishing Company and
you will get WHAT
you want WHEN you
want it.
Service is what counts.
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Russet Grape Fruit. From California
Bright Grape Fruit, From California
.
Tangerines
Navel Oranges

Why not play Box' Ball?

Vicar Pears
Imported Grapes
Extra Fancy PaoniaJonothanApples
California Belleflower Apples

A. T. Rogers, sr.--, who has been
is reported as much Improved.

IN FRESH VEGETABLES

The Store of Ike Davis

Timothy Hay
White Cleaned

..Oats..

Bran Corn Corn Chops
-- AND

Las Vegas Roller Mills
AD

131

H S II E iy;

l 8 7kG

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

,

Little Breath of Spring
in Your Home for 20 Cents
A

V

Buy one of our beautiful pots of Hyacinths.
My! they smell good

XXX

LUDWIG Wn. ILFELD

For painting
Las Vegas is to have an old maids'
carriages and autos, entire upstairs,
convention. Now this doesn't mean BILLY HOLMES JOINS
at the A. C. Schmidt shop.
that this city has so many old maids
Try the White Kitchen. Best meals that a convention is necessary, for the
RANKS 0FBENED1CTS
given
prepared under cleanest conditions, convention Is to be a "take-off- "
with quick and efficient service. Twenty-f- by the guild of St. Paul's Memorial
ive
cents.
Episcopal church the latter part of POPULAR SANTA FE ENGINEER
February. The first rehearsal of those
MARRIED LAST NIGHT IN
Frank Eden, who has been employ who will take part will be held toALBUQUERQUE
ed In the Gump barber shop for the morrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
past six months, has entered the em- the home of Mrs. Hallett Raynolds,
"Billy" Holmes is a benedict. At
1037 Seventh street.
ploy of Fred Nolette.
least he has purchased the proper
Instead of taking a hike into the credentials entering Into the matri
Anybody can play box ball.
mornhills tomorrow the Las Vegas partol monial state. An Albuquerque
contains
the
following
Salomon Assis, who has been ill of the Boy Scouts of America will par- ing paper
with pneumonia, was reported today ticipate in a number of examinations
A marriage license was , Issued
as being consideramly improved. He for ability in scouting. The examina19 at his home on the West side.
tions will be given at the Y. M. C. A. yesterday to William Holmes, xf Las
under the direction of Scoutmaster Vegas, and Mrs. Margaret McGinnis,
of El Paso."
the
Fraternal
George Fitzsimmons. Sunday afterMonday evening
Billy" Holmes has a, host of
Brotherhood will give an open house noon there will be a meeting for the
for its members. All are urged to scouts at the Y. M. C. A. to which all friends in Las Vegas- - Among the
railroad boys he is regarded as one
be present and bring their friends.
boys interested are invited to attend.
of the best and biggest hearted men
A marriage license was granted, yes
This evening the Keokuk Concert that ever clamped his left hand on
throttle. But Holmes' friends can
terday afternoon at the court house to company will entertain the employes
not
truthfully say they are surprised
Althea Burk, aged 19, Omaha, Neb., of the Santa Fe and their friends in
and P. E. Kenny, 27, East Las Vegas. the Y. M. C. A. hall. The' company is to learn of his marriage. He had
made up of a pianist, violinist, whist- been making too many trips to El
We are cloBlng out eilk dress trim ler, reader and singer. It was here Paso lately for the surprise to be
new Mrs. Holmes Is well
ming at cost, up to date In every re last year and made decidedly good great. The
known
here.
She is both pretty and
A
large
speck Ladies interested will save with the Santa Fe people.
When Mr. and Mrs.
accomplished.
now.
has
seats
ROMERO
been
reservation
of
advance
money by buying
after their honeyMERCANTILE CO.
made and it is expected the hall will Holmes return
moon "Billy" will have the pleasure
be crowded.
of setting up the cigars
to his
Have you tried Box Ball bowling?
Cold weather prevailed today. An friends.
From the general school fund the Icy wind blew from the wesfmaking
schools of San Miguel county will re. wraps necessary. Freezing temperA piece of flannel dampened wito
ceive 17,314.13, according to the quar- ature has- been prevailing during, the Chamberlain's Liniment and bound on
terly apportionment of school money past several days and the ice men are to the affected parts is superior to
which has just been made by Dr. M. beginning to look forward to cutting any plaster. When troubled with
lame back or pains in the side or chest
F. Des Marais, county superintendent. another ctod of Ice this winter. At
give it a trial and you are certain to
the county bridge the Gallinas was be more than pleased with the prompt
Tonight in Macfcel's opera house the frozen to the bottom this morning. relief which It affords. Sold by all
Young Men's Dramatic club, wbioh Is Warmer weather is predicted for to druggists.
made up of West side talent who pos morrow.
sess recognized histrionic ability, will
At its regular meeting last night the
give a dance. Good music has been
engaged and a large number of peo Las Vegas council of the Knights of
Columbus initiated six candidates into
ple are planning to attend the baile.
the myteries of the first degree. FolE. M. Owens, who came recently to lowing the Initiation a lunch was
Las Vegas, has secured a lease on served. The council expects soon to
the Nelson ranch near Mineral Hill Initiate a large class into the third
And see for yourself what a
where he will engage in the cattle degree. The deputy grand knight will
wonderful convenience it is.
business and also do, considerable be here to preside when the degree
Send us your sheets, pillow
farming. Mr. Owens Is an experienced is conferred.
ranchman and is pleased with the
slips, table cloths, napkins,
prospects for success.
Following the basketball game to
towels', handkerchiefs, etc.
m
night the students of the Normal Uni
Doctors recommend bowling as a verslty will give a reception in the
These w will wash and Iron,
Normal building in honor of the mem
harmless, healthful exercise. .
return to you all ready for
and
bers of the Territorial University bas
use. They will be washed clean-e- r
The Las Vegas camp of the Modern ketball squad. The Normal students
and ironed much better than
Woodmen of America will hold a have invited a number of their friends
If done at home or by a washermeeting tomorrow evening at which to be present and help show the vlait- a delegate to the territorial encamp- tors a jolly good time.
woman. Besides think of the
ment of the order to be held In Santa
work and bother we save you.
Fe will be chosen. It Is expected that
'What I Know About Airships, and
a large number of the members of Aeroplanes," is the title of a booklet
Our prices, are reasonable so
the camp will be present,
being handed out by J. H. Saul, of
It will cost you but very little
i
the
for
who
travels
Rochester, N. Y.,
each week.
There la much guessing about town Eastman Kodak company. The book
as to who will be king and queen of contains sixteen blank pages.
Try the service next week.
the E. Romero's carnival maequ9 on
Washington's birthday. The Romeros
DUKE CITY TEAM ARRIVES
are keeping .the names a secret but The University of New Mexico bas
when they are announced there will ketball squad arrived this afternoon
Las Vegas Steam Laundry
be" much surprise. Some clever and from Albuquerque and Is in good
comical costumes are being arranged shape for the game with the Normal
Phone Main 81;
by the masquers.
University at the armory this even
lng. The team will lide up as fol
For Your Breakfast
lows: Charles Lembke (capt.) and
R. Seder, jr., forwards; I. Littrell
A.
'Tomorrow Morning
center; C. R. Smith and Ed Doran,
guards. Other members of the squad
are W. R. Allen, manager; E. W,
ON:
Hall, F. M. Spitz, H. A. Carlyle. Bert
Skinner, manager of the Occidentals,
accompanied the team and will act
as one of the officials. Skinner
Grown
Home
and
knows basketball from start to finish
Home Ground Flour
and is a good sportsman. He will
Our fancy 25c box
make a good official. The university
in North Winsoap
boys are a clean and athletlo look
dow, now
In 2 bunch.

Ranch Phone 276.

FOR THE BEST OF
Beef

5 lbs. for

SPECIAL SALE

lbs. for
50c
20 .lbs. for. .. $1.00
10

Mutton

For Your Dinner

Porfc

Veal

1

"

GO TO THE

,

Pickles,

Etc

TOILET SOAPS

25c

-

J
Chicken
Sausages
All Kinds
'FIsh

Y.
X.

Se alshipt
Oy sters
The Best On Earth

You are probably aware that pneumonia always results from a cold, but
you never heard of a cold resulting In
pneumonia when Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy was U3ed. Why take the
rlBk when this remedy may be had
for a trifle? For sale by all druggists,

Foley Kidney Pills are a reliable
remedy for backache, rheumatism and
urinary Irregularities. They are tonic
in action, quick In results and afford
a nromDt relief from all kidney disor
ders. O. G. Schaefer and Red1 Cross

Drig

Graaf & Hayward Co. Store
WE ALWAYS HAVE THE BEST OP EVERYTHING EATABLE

1

1.
;

'

STEARHS

3

FOR

PURE THINGS TO EAT

!!

Co.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
SALE

Fat

Mora avenue.

cow.

Apply" 1225

l5C

Box

Also one lot of ' 'odds
and ends' ' in Basket

'
,

FOR

BARS

3
1

10

o

BOUCHER'S
'

THE COFFEE MAN

Charles Tranrbley.
';)

Stvles
v

Hats have arrived
and are now open for

ALL THE NEW SHAPES AND
COLORS ON DISPLAY
:

Buy Early, Get the New Ones

G REE N BERG

ER

"A Square Deal"

We have secured the exclusive
agency on

THE FAMOUS

One Minute

Washer

Let us show you how WASH
DAY CAN BE MADE A

PLEASURE

ITS

J.

A WONDER

C. JOHNSEN & SON
623 Douglas Avenue.

THE
SANITARY
DAIRY
Because of the Folio wlna Correct Conditions

WHY?

Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
Steam Sterilizing Ovens for bottles and all utensils.
easily removed bottle caps.
The above conditions at least seem to have been entirely over-- .
looked by all other milk producers in this vicinity.
4. City water exclusively or stock and cleansing purposes.
5. All cows tested by government official.
6. Up to date cooling and aerating system.
7. Strictest rules of cleanliness observed throughout
We wish to emphasize the first three conditions enumerated
above, because of the importance attached to them by the city
health boards throughout the ountry. These health boards realize
the the dangerous power of milk (especially warm milk) to absorb
and multiply alarmingly, the d seaee bacteria which may exist In the
milk vessels or in the air of the dwelling or wooden floored barn or
In any room connecting with either.
Sixty feet of sunlight, the best germicide known, separate the
milk room from all other buildings, at the IDEAL SANITARY DAIRT,
successors to the Moye, Geyer and Corbet dairies.
W so'lclt your patronage and guarantee prompt service and
dairy products v at east equal n quality to those of any other producer.
,
1.

2.
3.

Air-tig-

"

T. A. AKERS,

Managers

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MaJn 227.

ftt'

!U H Wholesale
lx

Anthracite.,C6al

'

AT

'

your inspection.

and Retail

all sizes.

?4

-

'

'

in Hawes and Stetson

SCREENED

CENTS

While they last
,.

1

-

NEW nobby

1

Buckwheat
&
Son
Onion
Perry
Cakes

(

OUR

Phono Main 379.

Work Service

First National Bank

462,

H1ATS
V'J- -

Try Our Flat

The

Store Phone Main

IU!

Paint Shop for Rent

A T

EST

SHOT GUNS

f

111,

sign
Automobile, carriage and
painting by a practical painter. 429
Grand avenue.

New Cabbage
Green Onions
Old Cabbage
Soup Bunches
Beets, Turnips
Carrots, Spinage
Parsnips, Parsley.

Phone Main

t

shop.

1

We are prepared to sell you any Winchester rifle
as cheap as any catalogue house or dealer anywhere
in the U. S. If you are contemplating getting either
at any time, get our price. We are always glad to
give you the price, whether you want to buy or merely
ull . stock of WINCHESTER
SHELLS.
get posted,

at Nolette's barber

No long waits

Jumbo Bananas

Extra Fancy Guymas Tomatoes
California Head Letuce
Brussel Sprouts
Cauliflower '
Blue Ribbon Celery
Sweet Potatoes
Crimson Rhubarb

WINCHESTER RIFLES AND

LOCAL NEWS

HAVE IN FRUITS

10, 191

Fool of Main SI,
Winners-v-Opti- c

cerrTllos

LUMP

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

CONDOM
,

Phono Main 21

Classified Ads.

f

'it-- .
...

